From the crossing there is a 420yd footpath alongside (north of) the railway over the spectacular five
arch 660ft Wetheral Viaduct (name on the NR Bridge Register), but Grade I listed by English Heritage
as 'Corby Bridge', 100ft above the River Eden to Wetheral station. It was said to be the biggest railway
bridge in the world on opening in 1834, the five 89 feet spans are faced with local red sandstone.
There are two piers on each bank and two in the river. The high level trackside footpath was added in
1851 because so many people were trespassing on the railway as a short cut. The toll was initially ½d
and 1d by the time it became toll free in the 1950s. The toll did not apply on Sundays as Great Corby
has no church and is part of Wetheral Parish so villagers needed free access to the church in Wetheral!
Prior to the footbridge, there was a passenger ferry across the River Eden between the two villages.
With great views downstream to the Scottish hills and upstream south, this bridge is very convenient
access to the station from Great Corby east of the river; the journey by road is nearly three miles.
Members of the party drifted off to the station to catch a train to Carlisle; our participant from Ireland
caught a Newcastle service, returning from Newcastle Airport after his 'flying visit'. Wetheral station
(sometimes 'Corby') OP 20 Jul 1836 and was also sometimes 'Wetherall' in early Bradshaws and the
Railway Clearing House Station Hand-Book. In 1852 it became 'Wetheral for Corby' with different
versions shown east and westbound in 1858 Bradshaw! Listed in the Mar 1963 Beeching Report for
closure, the station CP 2 Jan 1967 but ROP on the same site on 5 Oct 1981. In 2019-20 it had a record
number of 39,014 passengers. Pre-Covid there were regular commuters to Carlisle and further afield
including school children commuting by train to the Queen Elizabeth Grammar School in Penrith.
There was also significant leisure travel eastwards to Hexham, Metro Centre and Newcastle.
Normally there are two trains an hour with one calling in each direction, but in the current Covid cuts
all trains (1tph generally) stop: (SX) 17 to Newcastle (or beyond) and 16 to Carlisle (SO it is the other
way round!). Of note, SuX there is normally one through train from Glasgow Central via Kilmarnock
and Dumfries, but no return working. There is a SuX train to Chathill, several through to Nunthorpe
(with others to intermediate destinations) and SuO even one right to Whitby (140 miles) and back.
Wetheral station is exceptionally interesting. Opened by the Newcastle & Carlisle Railway (N&CR), the
main station building, now a private residence, is original and is very sympathetically maintained.
Adjacent is an in situ section of the N&CR platform, just above rail level. There is a glass awning which
shelters two ticket windows, one on each side of the building's corner - both now blanked off. One
probably issued tickets to passengers arriving at the station via the footpath from Great Corby across
the valley (and perhaps issued the pedestrian toll tickets for the use of the railway's viaduct footpath).
On eastbound Up P1 a long, wooden North Eastern Railway shelter is available for passenger use.
Down P2 was recently extended from 81m to 104m. The platforms are connected by a NER standard
iron footbridge, a very distinctive elliptical arch, similar to those at Brampton and Haltwhistle stations.
Huge thanks were given on the day to Mobile Operations Manager Graham, who had led a thoroughly
enjoyable and interesting day visiting signalling installations on his patch. The various car drivers left,
myself returning to Haltwhistle station to pick up my good lady, who had spent the day in Hexham.
A total of £370 was collected from participants, which was donated to Cancer Research UK. The party
would like to thank Nick Jones for an excellently organised and interesting day in Northumberland.
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BLN 1371 is dated Sat 27 Feb; all contributions by Wed 17 Feb please.
281] Emails: Our @branchline.uk emails are working again and given in this BLN - please use them as
this allows automatic forwarding for holidays, illness and change of post holder (such as RROW below).
ciety. Society.

282] Website upgrade: On the evening of Thur 4 Feb our hosting company upgraded the Society
website to a new server with an enhanced memory - one day that might be possible for humans too.
.Date
…....…Event and details…....…
Sat 6 Mar 21 Castleton & Woodside Light Railways (postponed)

To be advised
18-22 Jun 21
Mon 30 Aug 21
16-19 Sep 21
May/Jun 2022

Ashton Packet Boat Yard NG Railway, Guide Bridge
BLS Silesian Explorer - notify organiser of interest
Scunthorpe Steel Works all day railtour No22
BLS Niedersachsen Explorer - update below
BLS North Sweden Railtour (BLNs 1337.2400 & 1369.152)

BLN Lead
Status
1367 MG Waiting list

1356 MG
1369 IS
TBA MG
1370 PG
1369 TBA

Waiting list
NOTIFY
Claimed
Claimed
Claimed

MG = Mark Gomm (back page); IS = Iain Scotchman (back oage); PG = Paul Griffin; TBA = to be Advised.

283] The BLS Niedersachsen Explorer: (BLN 1338.2521; maps and update e-BLN 1344.11) This tour is
now expected to run on 16-18 Sep 2021 and it is hoped to follow the original specification except for
the line to Bleckeder Hafen (filled with stored wagons to generate income in the pandemic). We have
agreement to add a fourth day on Sun 19 Sep to explore the freight lines of the EVB (Eisenbahnen und
Verkehrsbetriebe Elbe-Weser GmbH) system centred on Bremervörde. Starting from either Lüneburg
or Hamburg Harburg, it is anticipated that this will also include the freight line through Maschen Yard
and Jesteburg, an extensive tour of Bremerhaven Docks and the heritage railway from Bremerhaven
to Bad Bederkesa. This tour will probably end in Bremerhaven in time for onward travel to Bremen
and Hamburg. More details in BLN once the situation regarding travel to Europe becomes clearer and
our operators can start to make arrangements with confidence, but for the moment please block out
these dates, and, if feeling proactive, book accommodation in Lüneburg that can be cancelled free.
284] Locate your local lockdown trackbed walks: Our charismatic Casnewydd member, Rhys Ab Elis,
has been exploring disused railways for almost 60 years, meticulously recording details of the routes,
mileages, dates etc. By the 1980s he had realised that there was then no published guide to publicly
accessible disused railways. With the encouragement of your Society's Committee, Rhys took the
project on. He wrote to every County Council in England, Wales, the Irish Republic, Regional Councils in
Scotland and appropriate Governmental Organisations in Northern Ireland, the Channel Islands and
the IOM. He also contacted other organisations likely to be able to help. Information poured in.
As a result, on 1 Oct 1985, our Society published its 'Railway Rights-of-Way' (RROW) book with 120
pages. It aimed to list all trackbeds of 100 yds or longer in the whole of the British Isles, accessible to
the public, including those converted to roads. Subsequently three printed supplements were available
and, in 2013, a second edition was published as a compact disc with regular updates available by email.
In recent years, the database has been on our website, accessible to logged in Society members.

Rhys has regularly updated his database for over 50 years with the help of our members, BLN, Railway
Ramblings (the magazine of our sister organisation, Railway Ramblers) and others. Much has been his
own personal exploration and observation. Many regard it as the definitive work on the subject.

In a new development, the whole database is now available free to all on our website, like PSUL.
On our 'Home Page', go across the top banner to 'More options...' and down to 'Railway Rights of Way'
(RROW) from the drop down menu. On the RROW page, 'About' has an introduction with background,
how to interpret the lists with the sequencing explained, sources and abbreviations (particularly the
railway companies). The lists are divided into England, Northern Ireland, Irish Republic, Scotland,
Wales and 'Islands' (with the Channel Islands, Isle of Man, Isle of Wight, Orkney & Western Isles).
Other islands can be found in their respective regional areas. Each heading leads to a series of nominal
administrative areas, which are likely to be familiar to readers, resulting in 101 different PDFs in total.
Each PDF is a six column tabulated list of routes within its area. (1): Type of route: footpath, cyclepath,
bridleway, road or open space. (2): The path name (if any) or, for roads, the 'A' or 'B' number. (3): The
start and finish of the route with six-figure grid references where available. (4): The route distance to
the nearest quarter of a mile. (5): The Pre-Grouping owning Railway Company. (6): The reference to
the specific source of information. A second section in each PDF lists 'future proposals' and a third lists
'informal paths' which have no legal status as public right of way but are de facto used as such.
Just updated to Jan 2021, revisions are usually done two or three times a year. :NEW:: Composite PDFs
are now available covering each whole country. A 367 page 'All Areas' PDF has the entire British Isles
Database as a single document - the equivalent of the original book but updated regularly. PDFs can
be downloaded, printed or 'cut & pasted' and are searchable (useful if planning a visit to a particular
area or you live there). The compiler would be pleased to receive updates, corrections & additions.
Please email our RROW Coordinator, Neil Lewis at rrow@branchline.uk or fangdale@btinternet.com
or post to Rhys Ab Elis directly at: Mynydd Mawr, 14 Rhes-Y-Twnnel, Casnewydd, Gwent, NP20 4BT.
285] RROW Coordinator: Dave Cromarty, our Publications Officer from Dec 2012, as well as setting up
and introducing e-BLN from 11 May 2013, progressed the CD version of RROW. When Dave stepped
down at the 2013 AGM, the late Jerry (JJJ) Holmes then issued CD updates by email and maintained the
electronic database from information edited by Rhys. Sadly Jerry died in Oct 2017 but fortunately Dave
was able to 'rescue' the data from Jerry's laptop and kindly took over again. A big 'thank you' to Dave
for putting RROW on our website when it went live, also in Oct 2017, and for keeping it up to date.
He has also received the RROW emails and liaised with Rhys as compiler (by post!) over the updates.
Dave now feels it is time to hand over to another volunteer. Your Committee is delighted to accept
Neil Lewis's offer to take over. An avid trackbed walker, he has led some very successful, interesting
and enjoyable walks and Minor Railways fixtures for us. Neil is also well known to many as a railtour
steward, usually accompanied by one or more of his delightful children Ruby, Archie and Etty. His day
job (Nottinghamshire County Council Countryside Access Team Manager) includes rights of way!
1370 HEAD LINES (Paul Stewart) bln.editor@branchline.uk
286] Seaton & District Electric Tramway: (MR p32) (TRACKmaps 5 p37E Aug 2016) BLN 396 p99.1 of 26
Jun 1980 reported that regular services on the Colyford to Colyton extension began Easter 1990 (Good
Friday was 4 Apr). However, information from the Tramway confirmed by other sources has refuted
this. Below is a summary of opening dates; some information has not been in BLN before.
●Riverside Depot (4m 01ch) - Bobsworth Bridge (3m 22ch): OP Fri 28 Aug 1970, Bank Holiday w/e.
●Bobsworth Bridge (3m 22ch) - Colyford level crossing gates (2m 54ch): OP Good Friday 9 Apr 1971.
●Riverside Depot (4m 01ch) - Seaton (Harbour Road Car Park): OP Sat 17 May 1975.
●Colyford (2m 57ch) - Colyton (1m 61ch) north end of platform: OP Sat 8 Mar 1980*.
●Seaton Edwardian style realigned tram terminus OP Sat 26 Aug 1995, Aug Bank Holiday weekend.
●Colyton tram stop improvements (line extended north then??) Mar 1996. (Miles are from Seaton Jn.)
●Seaton new remodelled terminus OP Thur 28 Jun 2018 (OP dates are first day of public service).

(Your MR Ed has an undated Hilton Valley Railway guidebook, with a detailed track plan and a loco list.
This has No4 as a 'Bo+2' Battery Electric Loco, built by the Railway in 1958 with a 3hp 40v DC motor.)
The Hilton Valley Railway opened in 1957, and was subsequently extended to the layout on the map.
It ran Sundays and Bank Holidays, Easter to the end of September; as many as 1,500 attended each
day. After the death of owner and operator, Michael Lloyd, it closed in 1979 then some redundant
equipment was used to create the railway at Weston Park. No3 is at Eastleigh Lakeside Steam Railway.
MR25] Swindon & Cricklade Railway, Wiltshire (MR p6): The Railway has renewed its efforts on the
construction of the two mile extension north from Hayes Knoll to Cricklade. The extension is now a
'priority project' and the Railway's nine Trustees have all agreed to donate £20 a month to the 'Going
North' fund until completion. At the end of December 2020 a contractor was to clear vegetation on the
600 yard long section to Farfield Lane. The Railway has entered into a partnership with TXM Plant who
will profile the trackbed on this section as a staff training exercise. Track is from Didcot Power Station.
MR26] Llangollen Railway, Denbighshire (MR p9): Volunteer activity on the work to complete Corwen
station has been adversely affected by pandemic restrictions. However, the following work has been
completed: The new island platform (reached by a subway) including surface and drainage, signal box,
glazing, installation of the ground frame and adding safe walkways for operational volunteers.
An opening date of the extension and new station of Friday 28th May 2021 has been agreed by the
Llangollen Railway Trust Board. This is, of course, subject to progress and Welsh pandemic restrictions.
MR27] Susan Calman: Some members may have been watching the 'Secret Scotland' and 'Grand Day
Out' programmes on Channel 5. In the 'Radio Times' for 16-22 January, Susan responded to a question
about the latter series highlights: I adore model villages and we went to an utterly charming one at
Bourton-on-the-Water in the Cotswolds. I have just demolished my back garden and covered it in
concrete, and the dream is to have a model train I can sit on chugging through my garden. In one
'Grand Day Out' programme she visited the Ravenglass & Eskdale Railway, taking a ride from Dalgarth.
1370 FIXTURE REPORTS (Paul Stewart) bln.editor@branchline.uk
472] Haltwhistle - Wetheral visits, Fri 14 Feb 2020, Part 7, The Finale: (BLN 1369.279) Corby Gates:
55m 54ch west of Newcastle and a quarter of a mile east of Wetheral station, this was the last visit of
the day. It is a hybrid box, with a 1955 built British Railways (North Eastern Region) Type 17 top, on the
original 19th Century North Eastern Railway brick base. BLN 1364.3138 (with photos in e-BLN) had a
report of an Azuma using the trailing crossover here on 27 Aug 2020. BLN 1319.2713 had a picture of
the signal box - with a diverted East Midlands Railway HST passing! It showed the still in use George V
vintage post box, in its base wall on the level crossing (eastern) side by the road - signal post perhaps?
Directly opposite Corby Gates Signal Box was the Corby Bridge Inn (on the north side of the line) - an
1830s Grade II listed building that was thought to be the oldest 'pub' in the world. Sadly it closed in
2015 and has been redeveloped into housing. However, the fine Queen Inn, with its microbrewery
adjacent, remains open just up the road though and is highly recommended by a local member!
On the Down (to Carlisle) south side of the line, the box contains a reconditioned 1955 McKenzie &
Holland 26 lever frame, but only 10 are now in use: 1, 4, 5, 8, 10, 11, 12, 23, 24 and 26, controlling
signals and the trailing crossover just east of the level crossing. This box works Absolute Block towards
Brampton Fell and fringes with Carlisle Power Box (Track Circuit Block using a Train Describer).
The barriers are operated electrically by the signaller, and do not raise automatically, being signaller
controlled. Unusually, the level crossing has no 'wig wag' road lights. This is thought to be very unusual
and presumably doesn't meet modern industry and highways group standards. Are there many others
on the network? It is not clear why they have never been fitted (any ideas please?) - there is certainly
enough space, although some residential properties are very close (residents = NIMBYs). Presumably it
only remains acceptable for the crossing to be without lights as the gates are manually operated by
the signaller - and any future automation would surely result in fitment.

Offsite the S&T Dept has been preparing a signalling plan for the new station, including the style and
position of signals and the proposed 'pull' order on the lever frame. These plans have to be approved
by the Board of Directors and then offered to the Railway Inspectorate for final operational and safety
approval. Once built, the lever frame is given a thorough 'work out' by approved testers before being
finally signed off as safe for the passage of trains. This will be a considerable time in the future, hence
the temporary use of a ground frame for locos to run round their incoming trains initially.

*The first passengers on the extension (with electric traction) on Sat 23 Sep 1979, were part of the Lea
Valley Railway Club Devon Belle tour. All five working trams ran for the full train load (split into two
groups) and all loops were used, even the two marked 'not in use' north of Colyford. The middle (of
three) Depot tracks was done and both at Seaton. Line inspected by Ministry of Transport 3 Mar 1980.
287] Keeping Track, (extra to Head Lines) significant passenger service suspensions: *= new/altered
BLN
Start (incl) Reopens Location (stations 'exclusive' if bracketed) bold = closed now
1369.165
†14 Jan 21 22 Feb 21 *(Montrose) - (Stonehaven) freight via Inverness
†at 10.00
1366.3555 26 Aug 20 5 Mar 21 *(Llanwrtyd) - Morlais Jn - Llandeilo Jn & Swansea District
1361.2732
20 Feb 21 15 Mar 21 Thorpe-le-Soken Jn - Clacton-on-Sea and see item 396
1364.3095
4 Jan 21
1 Apr 21 Ryde Pier Head - Shanklin
1364.3097 14 Mar 21 8 May 21 Rutherglen Central Jn - Finnieston East & West Jns ?cancelled
1361.2662 19 Mar 20
?2022 Ashford East Jn spurs to/from Channel Tunnel Rail Link
1350.1056 20 Mar 20 Unknown LUL; Waterloo & City Line, Waterloo P25 & 26 - Bank P7 & 8
1351.1197 22 Mar 20 Unknown (Clitheroe) - Hellifield South Jn [SuO DalesRail services]
1352.1389
9 May 20 Unknown Heathrow T2 & 3 - Heathrow T4 [mainline services]
1352.1388
9 May 20 Unknown Hatton Cross - Heathrow T4 - Piccex Jn [Piccadilly Line]


1368.14
17 Dec 20 Unknown *Bedford P1A - (Bletchley)
after 12.00


1368.14
17 Dec 20 Unknown Watford Jn P11 - St Albans Abbey
after 12.00
1368.164
11 Jan 21 Unknown *Nuneaton South Jn - Coventry North Jn
1369.160
11 Jan 21 Unknown *Waterford West Jn - (Limerick Junction) Waterford Line Jn
1369.161
11 Jan 21 Unknown *Ballybrophy P3 - Nenagh - (Limerick) Ennis Line Jn
1369.162
11 Jan 21 Unknown *Docklands [Dublin] and Dublin Connolly P7 - Newcomen Jn
1368.167
18 Jan 21 Unknown *Heald Green West Jn - South Jn [Manchester Airport - Crewe]
1368.168
23 Jan 21 Unknown *Trent East Jn [Gainsborough] - Wrawby Jn [Barnetby]
1368.169
23 Jan 21 Unknown *Heaton Norris Jn [Stockport] - Guide Bridge South Jn

288] Northolt Jn - Greenford West Jn - Greenford LUL Bay Jn (8m 65ch): De facto CP Mon 23 Mar 2020.
Chiltern Railways SSuX 10.55 South Ruislip to West Ealing and 11.47 West Ealing to High Wycombe;
last ran Fri 20 Mar 2020. From Mon 6 Jul 2020 (not Sat 4 Jul amending BLN 1356.1977), it resumed as
an 'as required' or 'Q path' ECS working for route knowledge purposes. Since 13 Dec it has only run five
times, on 14,16,17,18 & 23 Dec. Is this an illegal closure of the 8m 65ch PSUL passenger route?

MR24] Hilton Valley Railway, Shropshire (BLN 1015.MR53): A member cycling from Wolverhampton
to Bridgnorth on Sunday 11 September 1977 broke his journey along the A454 at the hamlet of Hilton
to travel on this 7¼" gauge miniature railway, since closed (ABOVE: From the guide book). Although he
now fails to find any hint of its existence on any map, he has compared his recently unearthed sketch
made at the time with an Explorer map and a vague memory. It would seem it lay between Hilton
Manor, Hilton Brook and Stratford Brook in grid square SO7895. The main station was a terminus just
to the north of the main road. The line headed northwest, and would seem to have run alongside the
brooks, presumably between them and the nearest field boundaries. At its westernmost point, where
the brooks meet, it turned sharply north and had a balloon loop, unused at least on that day.
An extension, in use, led off from both sides of the balloon, using left-hand running, and turned east to
another balloon loop west-northwest of the manor, presumably exploiting the wider available
brookside area there, at the northeastern extremity of which was a station named Stratford Brook.
All his records reveal about the stock was that locomotive No4 of unrecorded type hauled 3 coaches
including No12. The 13.54 actual start was delayed by another locomotive (a steam one) having
derailed and shed bits while on a test run! The fare was a mere 15p - worth nearly £1 now.

289] Darlington North Jn - main lines avoiding station - Darlington South Jn PSUL: (BLN 1352.1379)
Suspended Mon 23 Mar 2020; remains suspended except diversionary use by Caledonian Sleeper.
They were generally scheduled to be used when a stop could not be pathed at Darlington station.
290] Carmarthen Jn - Carmarthen Bridge Jn: (BLN 1352.1381) TCP Mon 23 Mar; ROP Mon 6 Jul 2020.
291] Slateford Jn - Craiglockhart Jn - Niddrie West Jn - Portobello Jn: (BLN 1352.1378) Suspended
Mon 23 Mar (21.05 SSuX Glasgow Central to Edinburgh CrossCountry PSUL); ROP Mon 6 Jul 2020.
292] Aston South Jn - Stechford South/North Jn: (BLN 1351.1211) Suspended Mon 23 Mar 2020;
ROP Mon 20 Jul. The only PSUL is SuO 23.30 Euston to Glasgow Central & SuO 23.15 ex-Glasgow
(sleepers), unless diverted or cancelled. The 25 Oct & 20 Dec 2020 departures were the last to use it.
293] Mossend South Jn - Mossend East Jn PSUL: Suspended Mon 23 Mar; ROP Mon 3 Aug 2020; 05.59
SSuX Motherwell via Shotts to Edinburgh forming the 07.51 to Tweedbank, a 2-Car Class 158 DMU.
294] Sittingbourne Western Jn - Middle Jn: (BLN 1351.119) Suspended Mon 23 Mar 2020; SSuX PSUL.
ROP Mon 7 Sep 2020 (one train each way Sheerness - Victoria); suspended again Mon 16 Nov 2020.
295] Strawberry Hill Jn - Fulwell Jn: (BLN 1351.1208) Suspended Mon 23 Mar; last service Fri 20 Mar.
ROP Mon 6 Jul 2020, last ran Wed 23 Dec 2020; SSuX limited peak PSUL service suspended since.
296] Northallerton East Jn - Boroughbridge Road - Longlands Jn: (BLN 1352.1385) Suspended 29 Mar
ROP 12 Jul 2020; used SuO by 16.05 Redcar Central to Manchester Airport & 13.26 the other way PSUL.

297] Leigham Jn - Tulse Hill Jn: (BLN 1351.1213) PSUL suspended Mon 30 Mar 2020 last ran Fri 27th.
Now no booked passenger use but has ECS workings both ways SSuX maintaining route knowledge.
298] Bushbury Jn - Portobello Jn: (BLN 1358.2245) The only booked PSUL now is Caledonian Sleeper's
SuO 23.30 Euston to Glasgow Central HL & SuO 23.15 ex-Glasgow, unless diverted or cancelled. The
25 Oct & 20 Dec 2020 departures were the last to actually use it in the early hours of Monday morning.
299] Abercynon Jn (16m 35ch*) - Aberdare (5 stations): TCP Mon 4 Jan; heavy rain delayed Metro
work and this ROP from Sat 23 Jan (when Treherbert & Merthyr did ROP as booked) until Mon 25 Jan.
*Amending TRACKmaps 3 p27A Jun 2018, Abercynon Jn is north of the station; it was south (16m 00ch).
300] Shaftholme Jn - Knottingley West Jn: (BLN 1366.3425) Suspended Sun 9 Jan 2021 (Grand Central).
The 21.35 SuO King's Cross to Leeds used the route in the early hours of only Mon 11 & 18 Jan (a four
hour journey, also via Cambridge due to engineering work between Hitchin and Peterborough). SuO
the last LNER King's Cross to Leeds service is normally pathed via this PSUL (not calling at Wakefield),
setting down only at Doncaster, leaves there early and usually runs direct, arriving 45 mins early.
301] Heald Green West Jn - South Jn and Styal: (BLN 1369.167) Service suspended Mon 18 Jan 2021,
ECS workings maintain Northern route knowledge. Amending BLN 1369, the remaining passenger trains
through Styal (& Heald Green South Jn - North Jn) are: 05.11 FSSuX Manchester to Bournemouth and
(TfW calling at Wilmslow then Manchester Piccadilly) 08.30 & 09.29 ex-Crewe and 08.30 ex-Cardiff.
302] Dinting West Jn - Dinting (curved) P2 - Dinting South Jn: Suspended Mon 18 Jan 2021; all services
to/from Glossop run via Hadfield (rev). Previously SSuX morning peak was Piccadilly to Hadfield direct
returning via Glossop, with the opposite in the evening peak and off-peak via Glossop (rev) both ways.
303] Moorthorpe Jn - Pontefract Baghill - Ferrybridge North Jn - Milford Jn: Suspended SuX from Mon
18 Jan 2021; Sheffield - Pontefract Baghill local service (three trains each way SuX). However, for the
first time in many years, a new SuO service of two return trips from 13 Dec 2020 continues to run!
304] Knottingley (excl) - Potters Grange Jn (Goole) along with Whitley Bridge (562 passengers 2019 2020), Hensall (170), Snaith (1,554) and Rawcliffe (330) stations: Service suspended Mon 18 Jan 2021.
305] Hambleton North - East Jn: (BLN 1363.2956) From Mon 18 Jan 2021 used SuO (some Hull - York).
306] Llandudno Jn - Blaenau Ffestiniog (10 stations): TCP south of North Llanrwst 13.00 Tue 19 Jan;
ballast washouts/storm damage, before the usual problems north of Llanrwst as flood water burst into
Ffestiniog Tunnel. Repairs were complete by Fri 29 Jan 04.20 but services on the :whole: branch were
suspended 13.00 Wed 20 Jan 2021, replaced by just two round bus trips daily to further notice (Covid).
307] Dovey Jn - Pwllheli: (Item 466) TCA Wed 20 Jan. RO Mon 25 Jan (ECS moves); ROP Tue 26 Jan.
308] Craven Arms South Jn - Llanwrtyd (15 stations - Hopton Heath already TCP from Mon 6 Jul 2020,
social distancing issues): TCP Wed 20 Jan after the 18.24 Shrewsbury to Llanwrtyd encountered
running water in the track north of Builth Road near Mile Post 36 and had to turn back. Flooding, a
blocked culvert, various ballast wash outs and a landslip (17m 40ch) just north of Llangynllo Tunnel which was repaired after similar damage last year - trapped the DMU at Llandrindod. It was secured in
P1 and the crew left by road. Repairs were delayed by heavy snow, 180 tonnes of ballast was required.
The line reopened 17.19 Fri 29 Jan. The first passenger service Craven Arms South Jn to Llandrindod
was Sun 31 Jan and from Llanwrtyd to Llandrindod Mon 1 Feb, after a route proving ECS ran that day.
On the closed section north of Llandeilo ballast washouts at 18m 30ch and 18m 45ch were repaired.
309] Darlaston Jn - Pleck Jn: (BLN 1353.1532) The weekly SO PSUL 05.43 Wolverhampton to Rugeley
ran every week (except 26 Dec) from Sat 23 May 2020 but was suspended again from Sat 23 Jan 2021.
310] Gillingham (excl) - Sittingbourne Eastern Jn, Rainham & Newington: TCP/A Sun 24 Jan; ROP Mon
8 Feb 2021* due to a 40m long landslip in a 13m deep, steep cutting (43m 33ch) past Newington on
the two track section towards Sittingbourne. Rainham was TCP as the crossing was the On Track Plant
access. The section had TCP 21.00 Tue 19 Jan. ROP Fri 22 Jan to install a series of 1-tonne bags of stone
to protect the line. The slip occurred on a section built in 1858, where it is cut into a surrounding hill.

MR22] Wensleydale Railway, North Yorkshire (MR p9): Two Class 142 and one Class 144 Pacer units
are now stabled at Leeming Bar. With passenger operations planned to resume at Easter (pandemic
rules permitting), the Pacers will go straight into action after a winter overhaul, with a Pacer led
midweek timetable as well as a Sunday morning shuttle between Leyburn and Redmire. The Railway's
Directors believe the Pacers could appeal to new generations and audiences, thanks to their surprising
suitability for workings on a tourist dependent rural line. They will be marketed to walkers and cyclists
as part of a drive to capture the activity market, as their spacious interiors are ideal for bike storage
and their large windows for panoramic views. They will also play a key role in a series of 'All Creatures
Great and Small' themed tours on the original Herriot Line, Finghall Station was the fictional Darrowby
station in the BBC series, and external shots of Leyburn appear in the recent Channel Five adaptation.
Director Richard Holt is enthusiastic about the Pacers' prospects at a time when major long term
projects have become shrouded in uncertainty after a year when the line generated little income. The
units offer an immediate solution to get the railway back on its feet, and more could even be acquired.
Mr Holt added We are going to target walkers and cyclists. The Pacers have purpose built cycle storage
areas that Northern installed, so they are really good for that, and with the double doors they're easy
to get on and off. We can couple two together to double capacity. Eventually we'd like to strip the seats
out of one to create a bike train, as ScotRail have done on the West Highland Line [actually Class 153s].
The Herriot tours will be like a living museum event - we'll have actors playing the characters.
The Pacers will take people to 'Darrowby' and we think they could be a real hit. They're inexpensive to
run, and ideal for a 25mph line, we ran tests in February which were well supported. They're a good
ride - perhaps not on the 70mph lines they were used on before, but here they're fine. We are designing
a training and safety programme for drivers and volunteers, and after inspections they'll be let loose.
We're also going to paint them in heritage colours. One will have a British Rail Provincial blue livery,
and another a Merseyrail livery. Our Class 144 has just arrived from Keighley, where it was being stored
during lockdown, earlier than expected, so we'll decide on a livery for that one too. We're even looking
at getting a Class 143 - they're mostly in the southwest* and Wales now, but they started their life in
the north serving places like Saltburn and Whitby, with one of each main class, we could run gala days.
In the longer term, the directors still hope that a new bridge and track could extend the line ¾ mile
west from Redmire to Castle Bolton, where they say there was once a private station for the Lords of
Bolton, who still own the castle today and are keen to collaborate to draw more visitors. A possibility is
that the Royal Engineers, who recently helped with track replacement and level crossing repairs as
part of a training exercise, could work with the railway again on the Castle Bolton extension.
West Coast Railways chairman David Smith, the businessman who now owns Aysgarth station, is also a
cooperative ally for the line. When he bought Aysgarth, there were initially fears that the station
would eventually become the terminus of a privately run separate line along what was originally part
of the Wensleydale Railway's full route before its closure in the 1950s. The section between Aysgarth
and Garsdale, via Askrigg and Hawes, has never been reinstated and the Directors have a long held
ambition to relay the track and open the old stations again in a part of the National Park with larger
tourist flows. Apparently, the Railway has a warm relationship with Mr Smith, and he is keen to extend
the railway towards us. At the moment, renovating Aysgarth is his focus, but if we were to open it
again, that would be the whole package for us and it would be an incredible railway. [*see item 428]
[Does anyone know anything about this please? There is nothing on old OS Maps of all scales. It does
not appear in Michael Quick's passenger station chronology - which includes private stations. It is not
in Croughton et al (Private & Untimetabled Railway Stations, Oakwood, 1982) and members with local
knowledge presented strong evidence that such a station or halt is unlikely to have existed- BLN Ed.]
MR23] Aln Valley Railway, Northumberland (MR p9) (BLN 1364.MR174): The Railway announced on
18 December 2020 that the ORR had given permission for limited operations to recommence,
following the banning of all movements after their visit to the Railway in July 2020.

468] Morlais Jn: (BLN 1368.136) ROA is delayed by signalling design problems, adverse weather and
cable thefts. NR does not now expect to hand back possession until the original Fri 5 Mar expected
date fortunately TfW continued quoting this as the anticipated ROP date south of Llanwrtyd. It may be
while before passenger trains run due to route knowledge expiring after the over six month closure.
469] Wrexham - Bidston: (BLN 1364.3267) 230009 arrived from Long Marston on 21 Jan, the 4th of five
units for the line. It is nearly 5 years since 230001 began public trials on the Nuneaton - Coventry line.
470] Neath's unappetising barrow crossing, clear the decks: (BLN 1364.3265) NR's Network Change
proposal of 28 Jan states that the white lights were taped over and signs removed during Port Talbot
West Phase 1 resignalling but the polymer decking was left at the request of Arriva Trains Wales.
However there is no appetite from [TfW, their successors] to use it. Staff are also instructed not to do
so and it was decommissioned on 17 Oct 2020. NR does therefore now propose to remove the deck!

After days of heavy rain, the top of the cutting side gave way and slowly slipped downhill towards the
track. Over 300 tonnes of spoil was removed for the brief reopening while a permanent solution was
planned. The bags of stone were replaced with a 60m wall of 12m tall steel sheet piles, sunk into the
ground. *Chislehurst Jn - reversible Chatham loop - St Mary Cray Jn lost its SSuX passenger service as
a result, as did St Mary Cray Jn - Up Chatham loop - Hawkwood Jn - Chislehurst Jn (both PSULs).
311] Gloucester (excl) - Lydney - Chepstow (excl): TCA 09.00 Wed 20 Jan; Up side cutting landslips at
129m 30ch & Little Hagloe 131m 46ch (Legato blocks in situ). ROA Tue 26 Jan 00.15. Freight and a few
CrossCountry services ran via the Severn Tunnel. TfW South Wales services turned back at Chepstow.
Line TCA again Fri 5 Feb 21.00 due to another significant landslip at the Little Hagloe site (131m 46ch).
312] (Bristol) Dr Day's Jn - Feeder Bridge Jn: Suspended Mon 25 Jan 2021, the 16.03 SSuX Filton Abbey
Wood to Bath Spa direct PSUL was withdrawn, but a 16.07 to Portsmouth runs via Temple Meads.

471] Loco hauled stock: (BLN 1369.274) A Class 67 + Mk4 test run at last made it from Cardiff Canton
to Holyhead and back on 27 Jan. Two other Mk 4 sets with DVTs were stabled at Holyhead at the time.

313] Cardiff Bay (incl) - Newtown Jn: TCP Mon 25 Jan passengers to use local buses (Covid timetable).
Weekend services run when Queen Street to Central is closed for engineering work (eg: 30 & 31 Jan).

1370 MINOR RAILWAYS (Peter Scott) minor-railways-news@branchline.uk
MR21] Dartmoor Railway, Devon (MR p6) (BLN 1350.MR58): All minor railways have suffered with the
restrictions and forced closures due to the pandemic, while Dartmoor Railway Supporters Association
(DRSA) has suffered similar closures over the years which have not been due to any virus outbreak.
Many railways have received some help with grants from Local or Central Government, from the
National Lottery or even donations from members recently, but the poor Dartmoor Railway was
already suffering prior to the pandemic. Over the years members of DRSA have had more than their
fair share of ups and downs. Previous aggregate companies that have owned the line have come and
gone, leaving the Railway in suspension for long periods, although they continued running the station
café even without summer weekend train services. The most recent setback has seen the last owner,
an American company, lose a major contract and go into receivership in early 2020 meaning that train
services were again suspended while the receivers decided what was next. This meant no attempt was
made at running any services in 2020 with the workshop, which they had shared, remaining locked
while assets were being sorted out. All stock not owned by the DRSA is being removed and sold, so
things looked pretty dismal for the loyal band of volunteers and members of just under 200.

314] Hanslope South Jn (56m 29ch) - Weedon - Hillmorton Jn (81m 48ch): TCA 09.50 27 Jan (Down
Main only) due to an embankment slump (81m 08ch) at the facing points. All Down and most Up trains
run via Northampton with, from 30 Jan, LNwR Euston - Crewe Trent Valley stopping trains replaced by
buses betwixt Rugby and Stafford, not calling at Polesworth (TCP 30 Jan). It is not known why a Crewe
- Rugby local service could not run; Avanti services call hourly at Tamworth and Lichfield Trent Valley.
The Up line has been mostly available with an ESR of 50mph, later restricted to 40mph, then 20mph.

However, volunteers continue to keep Okehampton station clean and tidy; they have worked on
painting the buildings and their own rolling stock. Previously, in better times, the DRSA had run trains
from Okehampton to Sampford Courtney station and Meldon Quarry - during the season, and visitor
numbers were high. There have been periods when the trains from Okehampton to Meldon Quarry
were the only ones running on the line - when the DRSA started running services and had busy cafés at
Okehampton and Meldon. Many hikers and cyclists used the pathway from Okehampton station,
which runs alongside the line (once double track) to Meldon. This was boosted by the summer Sunday
special services bringing in visitors from Exeter (the first of these as long ago as Sunday 24 May 1997).
A special summer bus service also ran between Okehampton and Gunnislake stations. When all
looked gloomy for the Railway, the Government asked Great Western to resume daily services
between Exeter and Okehampton. Network Rail has already started work to upgrade the track, which
had a significant speed restriction on it, and to ensure signalling and stations along the route were up
to modern standards. [A reliable source advises that this is initially for freight traffic though - BLN Ed.]
If all goes to plan trains could be running again on a daily basis (or at least summer Sundays) between
Exeter and Okehampton this year. Where does this leave the loyal DRSA volunteers and members?
Okehampton station has three platforms and separate tracks, the DRSA could still run services to
Meldon Quarry during weekends and reports are that the bay (P1 on TRACKmaps 3 p11C Jun 2018) is
to be reconnected with P2 lifted. This would avoid the problems Peak Rail has at Matlock running
alongside EMR. Once the receiver has finished winding up and selling assets, with the hope that travel
restrictions could be lifted by the summer, both Network and DRSA services could resume in 2021.

315] Ferryhill South Jn - Norton-on-Tees West Jn - East Jn/South Jn: TCA 30 Jan; ROA 10 Feb (item 360).
316] Tonbridge (excl) - High Brooms - Tunbridge Wells (incl): TCP/A 14.00 Mon 1 Feb due to Down side
landslips (activating the monitors) at 31m 33ch & 31m 35½ch in a steep cutting which has experienced
previous slips. GBRf Mountfield to Southampton Western Docks Gypsum trains run 'Top & Tail' via
Robertsbridge (rev), Rye & Ashford to Tonbridge, then various round London. ROA expected Sat 20 Feb.
317] Wrexham Central (incl)/Wrexham General P3 - Wrexham Exchange Jn - Bidston Dee Jn (thirteen
stations): TCP Sat 6 Feb; ROP Mon 15 Feb 2021 to relay five sections of track totalling two miles.
The line still has much bullhead jointed rail with chairs. Normally Wrexham Central continues to have
few trains, most turn back at Wrexham General to give crew time for cab cleaning on changing ends.
318] Stourbridge Junction P1 - Stourbridge Town (incl): TCP Mon 8 Feb; ROP Mon 22 Feb for internal
repainting and deep cleaning of the two Class 139 LPG fuelled units. New grab rails will be installed and
some seats temporarily removed for social distancing. NR will cut back vegetation and deal with graffiti
on what is said to be Europe's shortest branch - presumably the Vatican City branch doesn't count?
319] Nunthorpe (excl) - Whitby (13 stations): TCP 21.00 Fri 12 Feb; ROP Mon 22 Feb to relay 1½ miles
of track (some laid in the mid-1940s) at Commondale, Castleton Moor & Danby. A £2.7M investment.
320] Barmouth (excl) - Pwllheli (17 stations): TCP Sat 13 Feb; ROP Mon 22 Feb. Half term engineering work.

321] Blackpool Tramway whole line (39 stops* - once there were 61): TCP Sun 14 Feb for relaying.
Harrow Place (but not Starr Gate) - Cabin (both incl; 15 stops) ROP Sun 21 Feb; the rest of the line ROP
Sun 28 Feb. No1 bus is more frequent with a £1.90 flat fare. *Excludes Heritage stops (TCP anyway).
322] Bow Street: (BLN 1369.276) OP Sun 14 Feb; a new Park & Ride station (91m 28ch) with a 100m
platform on the Down (east) side, where the track has been levelled, between Borth and Aberystwyth.
323] Castle Cary - Yeovil Pen Mill - Yeovil Jn (122m 31ch)/Dorchester Jn (6 stations): TCP Mon 15; ROP
Sat 20 Feb. Half term closure for relaying at Pen Mill (a difficult job with semaphore signalling
equipment to negotiate), removing loose material from a rock face cutting, fencing and other work.
324] T&W Metro; Heworth (excl) - South Gosforth - Regent Centre/Four Lane Ends (both excl), 5.5km,
nine stops: TCP Mon 15 Feb; ROP expected Mon 1 Mar 2021 for replacement of OHLE (18km of wires).
Regent Centre & Four Lane Ends facing crossovers will be in passenger use; Heworth is an ECS shunt.

1370 BLN GENERAL (Paul Stewart) bln.editor@branchline.uk
325] E John Dew: We are sorry to have to report the death at the age of 82 on 18 Jan of Member 51
from Stourbridge, where John had lived all his life, and where our Society originated. Our Founder,
John Ling, taught him Latin (He was very good and got me through 'O' Levels) at King Edward VI
Grammar School, Stourbridge, where John Dew attended the first ever Branch Line Society meeting.
Quite a few of our early members were John Ling's pupils. John Dew formally joined in Sep 1956 and
soon became our Midland Regional Secretary, only interrupted by his 18 months National Service in
the Navy in Hampshire. John arranged, and led, many choice brakevan trips, for example Ludlow Clee Hill, Halesowen - Longbridge, Much Wenlock - Longville, Stourbridge - Wombourn* - Oxley,
Lydney - Coleford - Coleford Jn, Robertsbridge - Tenterden also the branches to Minsterley,
Kington, Presteign*, [*both spelt by the railway without a terminal 'e' generally] and several to
Ditton Priors ... spot the odd one out! On 12 Aug 1961 John branched out with a steam hauled
railtour of the Bass Brewery standard gauge railway at Burton-on-Trent in the Directors' Saloon. He
was a keen photographer, so much so that he kept winning prizes in our annual photo competition.
John became our Photographic Secretary in 1963 - one way of stopping him winning further prizes!
In 1968 John married and resigned from high office but still presented occasional slide and film
shows. He was always a keen BLN contributor and supported Society (and other's) tours, travelling
First Class. Regular railtourers would know his face. Unfortunately John died in hospital 11 days
after a stroke complicated by Covid-19. Our condolences go to his wife Katherine, family and friends.
326] Threatened railway structures: (BLN 1368.1 & e-BLN 1369.X.9) The HRE Group is fighting to save
potentially useful structures on closed lines for future generations and started the petition on this
subject. It has now asked for our help in investigating and compiling an inventory into all of the 134 or
so bridges and structures on the 'death list'. Each is to be given a score between 0-3, to ascertain its
potential reuse for future transport corridors, cycling, walking, heritage rail or national rail, as follows:
0 - No realistic value at all, the immediate alignment is blocked.
1 - The structure has no obvious value but alignment to both sides remains clear.
2 - The structure has potential, perhaps near the end of a heritage line or there have been expressions
of interest in the community for a greenway, but nothing has been formally proposed or is developing.
3 - The structure has a proposal for reuse on a national rail/heritage line or cycling/walking greenway.
The HRE Group has compiled as much detail as it can but is in need of some more UK wide intelligence
of proposed and planned cycle and walking paths around the country that would be affected by the
proposed infilling and demolition of these structures. See the list on p14-17 of the document dated
9.1.2021 on our website Archive or http://bit.ly/35TrAb4 map. Photos of the bridges are very useful.
Any information please to Matt Skidmore: laumat@btinternet.com or text or call 07553 052183.
327] A token Item: (BLN 1368.30) The 26 NR signal boxes believed to still use token instruments are:
●South of England: Goonbarrow Jn, St Blazey, Liskeard, Crediton, Yeovil Pen Mill, Marchwood, ..
..& Claydon LNE Jn (now located at the former Waddesdon station but retains its original name).
●Wales: Clarbeston Road, Whitland, Pantyffynnon, Tondu, Craven Arms & Llanrwst.
●Midlands: Melton Station, Pyewipe Road, Buxton & Great Rocks.
●North of England: Rufford, Midge Hall, St Bees, Sellafield, Nunthorpe & Crag Hall.
●Scotland: Mauchline, Dunragit & Stranraer. All these previously listed use key tokens.
Belasis Lane was another but was abolished 23 Jan. Pantyffynnon supervises the No Signaller Token
Remote (NSTR) instruments at Llandeilo, Llandovery, Llanwrtyd, Llandrindod and Knighton crossing
loops on the line to Craven Arms. Nunthorpe supervises the NSTR instruments at Battersby, Glaisdale,
Grosmont (intermediate instrument) and Whitby. Crediton supervises NSTR at Eggesford.
The Tyers No6 Tablet instruments are all on the Stranraer line: Girvan, Barrhill, Glenwhilly & Dunragit.

460] The original Cardiff Bay: (BLN 1360.2655) Cardiff General (now Central) P5 removal and infill
dates remain unknown. However, closure of the Cardiff to Bridgend intermediate main line stations on
2 Nov 1964 was followed by removal of connections to P5 six days later (BLN 293 p44 - 3 Mar 1976).
On 28 Mar 1966 multiple aspect signalling was commissioned; only a spur before the platform ends*
then remained for loco changes; it went in 1974. *Plural as P5 had faces both sides of its single line!
461] Ticketing: (BLN 1365.3410) Gobowen franchised booking office duly ROP on 2 Dec but revenue
was only around 10% of normal and at 19 Dec both it and the similar Ludlow one were on reduced
hours. Lockdown 3 brought further TCP; Gobowen is on fortnightly review but ROP is believed unlikely
before the end of Mar. Ticket vending machines were due to be installed at Gobowen, Chirk and
Ruabon in Dec. Covid restrictions have delayed them but the supporting infrastructure is complete.
462] Station improvements project: (BLN 1337.2501) Aims include bringing disused spaces at stations
into community or commercial use. It is having some success. A vacant room at the front of Llandudno
station is being refurbished for use by Creating Enterprise - a not for profit community organisation
helping local people into employment. Conwy Valley Community Rail Partnership (CRP) - now including
the Llandudno branch and the North Wales Coast Line west of Llandudno Jn - will also be based there.
(The eastern section of the Coast Line will be part of Borderlands CRP, previously covering the Bidston
to Wrexham line.) Also, with the aid of the Railway Heritage Trust artists' studios will be created in
part of Abergavenny station building (already with a privately run café and physiotherapist). Art will be
displayed in parts of the Down P2 waiting room by Peak Cymru, a local arts-based organisation. NR is
providing new CCTV, customer information systems and developing plans for step free access as part
of the DfT's Access for All programme (BLN 1329.1369) - bring back the barrow crossing, all is forgiven?
463] Llandudno & Colwyn Bay Electric Railway: (BLN 1256.1043) The last remaining section of this
3'6" gauge street tramway closed 24 Mar 1956. Its 8-track depot in Penrhyn Ave (formerly Tramway
Ave), Rhôs-on-Sea, set in open fields when constructed, survived as a bus garage, then a Lynx road
courier depot for some years, but the site is now covered by housing. The depot office block still
stands, but vacant since its last occupants 'Marval Mechanical Services' ceased trading. The e-BLN
photo taken on a 31 Jul 1955 RCTS visit makes an interesting comparison with http://bit.ly/39O8LHq
The office and neighbouring house are clearly recognisable in an otherwise totally changed scene.
464] Cardiff Parkway: (BLN 1359.2521) Full plans https://bit.ly/39S0WjW for the proposed Hendre
Lakes development with the station were submitted to Cardiff Council during the third week of Jan.
465] More cuts: (BLNs 1367.3718 & 1369.277) http://bit.ly/2Mmg4hO summarises the extra planned
SuX cuts (see Head Lines for line closures): ●Vale of Glamorgan, Maesteg and Ebbw Vale - Cardiff;
Wrexham - Bidston; Birmingham International - Shrewsbury; Chester - Manchester Airport; Chester Lime Street all reduced to 2-hourly. ●Pembroke Dock - Swansea runs to/from Carmarthen only.
●Clarbeston Road - Fishguard Harbour two round trips daily only connecting with ferries. ●Cardiff Cheltenham 'almost' hourly, mostly to Gloucester P3 only. ●Chester - Llandudno - Holyhead 'minor'
reductions. ●Aberdare, Merthyr, Treherbert, Rhymney & Bargoed each to Cardiff & Coryton - Radyr:
All hourly with no extra trains to Pontypridd or Caerphilly. ●Cardiff - Penarth and Barry Island: 2tph.
466] Storm Christoph: Heavy continuous rain on 19 & 20 Jan brought service suspensions due to floods
at most of the usual trouble spots, mainly of short duration. Worst affected were the Cambrian Coast,
Aberdare, Central Wales and Conwy Valley lines (see Head Lines). On 20 Jan Cambrian Coast services
were suspended after the 11.37 Pwllheli to Machynlleth terminated at Tywyn due to floods at Dovey
Jn. The unit was stranded at Tywyn until the morning of Fri 22 Jan then ran ECS to Machynlleth.
There were ballast washouts from 94m 41ch to 94m 51ch south of Llwyngwril due to a blocked culvert
and a landslip between Barmouth and Harlech. On 25 Jan an 11.08 ECS Machynlleth to Pwllheli and
18.05 return ran for line proving and two positioning ECS moves to Pwllheli for ROP on Tue 26 Jan.
467] TfW semi-nationalisation: (BLN 1366.3560) This happened from 7 Feb. The (permanent?) new
operator's name - not of Last Resort as it would be in England - is Transport for Wales Rail Ltd.

456] Just the ticket: A member's collection includes an excursion return Bristol and West of England
Outing August 25th, 1906. It is from Maesteg Neath Road, (the Port Talbot Railway & Dock Company's
station), to Mumbles and return via the Rhondda & Swansea Bay Railway (R&SB) and the Swansea &
Mumbles Railway. Third Class child fare is 1s 1½d (6p = £7.20p now, quite dear for the distance). It is
endorsed on the back: That the holders of the tickets must make their own way as between Swansea
R&SB station and the Mumbles Railway Company's station at Swansea. The date was a Saturday.

328] What's your game? By Malcolm Simister. Forget Sudoku, chess and 'Go', the latest brainteaser is
to find how many ways there are of travelling from Salisbury to Waterloo (main line, not East) on
normal, scheduled passenger trains. For those with no imagination (or those who are sane), the only
way from the cathedral city to the capital is via Andover, straight up the South Western mainline, but
where's the challenge in that? Your BLN Editor in BLN 1356, item 1963, threw down the gauntlet to our
members to see if they could find 28 railway routes, given the rules he set:

It is likely that this special dated through excursion train to Swansea Riverside (R&SB) would have
started from Blaengarw, the normal northern passenger terminus for the PTR&D main passenger
service to Port Talbot Central. As a through train it would have done an Edwardian PSUL in Port
Talbot, bypassing Central station, a terminus on a short branch and running from Ton-y-Groes East Jn
to Aberavon Jn at Aberavon Port Talbot (R&SB) station, where there may have been a loco change.

❶Using only ex-Southern Railway tracks that are still part of the National Rail network. This excludes
Croydon Tram, London Overground, Basingstoke to Reading (which was Great Western Railway - the
original one - over which the Southern had running powers) and HS1. However, Peckham Rye Jn to
Peckham Rye is joint National Rail and London Overground, so acceptable and is crucially important.
❷Using normal, scheduled passenger trains excluding, for example, summer Saturday only trains.
❸Not reversing over the same track. ❹Not passing through the same place more than once.

At Swansea it was about half a mile to walk between Riverside and the Mumbles Railway terminus at
Rutland Street but passengers could have travelled on the Swansea Improvements & Tramway Co's
Port Tennant electric tram. The excursionists would take the Mumbles Railway to Mumbles Pier for a
steamer (P&A Campbell possibly) to 'Bristol & West of England' destinations - separate ticket required.
Ton-y-Groes East Jn to Port Talbot (Aberavon) R&SB station, later Aberavon Town, had a few PTR&D
services avoiding Port Talbot Central but they had ceased by 1920. In Apr 1910 Bradshaw there were
three each way to Port Talbot Central and two to 'Port Talbot & Aberavon' (sic) plus a late evening
departure WSO after a night out on the town (!) the SO one also returned from Blaengarw at 11.10pm.
Regular passenger trains between Blaengarw and Maesteg Neath Road via Pontyrhyll Jn (for the
PTR&D line) ended 12 Sep 1932. Maesteg Neath Road to Port Talbot Central survived to 11 Sep 1933.
457] Chester: Alstom depot on the former GWR steam (more recently DMU) shed site, west of the
station, mainly repairs and fuels TfW Class 175s. In addition, most nights two or three other units are
fuelled. These can be Class 150s, 153s or 158s. Occasionally a Class 230 is fuelled in the day. Checks
can also be carried on units other than Class 175s but very rarely are repairs made. On Thu 31 Dec a
Covid outbreak at the depot resulted in it being closed at night (18.00 to 07.00), when most work is
normally done. TfW therefore arranged an extra daytime 'shed shift' to take units on/off the depot for
fuel and repairs. This was a major operational change for both Alstom and TfW at Chester but, as of
the evening of 1 Jan at least, had caused little disruption to passengers. The night shift resumed as
hoped on the night of Mon 4 Jan. One of the main effects was more unit swaps at Chester on daytime
through services. There were some minor delays as these swaps took place and additional shunts.
458] Aberystwyth: (BLN 1369.275) On 20 Mar 2004 a member visited Ceredigion Museum in the
centre of the town and photographed the actual Abermule - Newtown and Montgomery - Abermule
single line tokens involved in the 1921 Abermule Disaster. Other railway exhibits included a Cambrian
Railways' trespass notice and a framed original poster advertising the Vale of Rheidol Railway scenery.
Your Regional Editor has visited this museum more recently and thought it odd, even a bit morbid
perhaps, that about half the railway section is devoted to the Abermule disaster, not particularly local
to Aberystwyth (rail distance just over 50 miles) and certainly not in Ceredigion! Aberystwyth was the
origin and intended destination of the respective trains involved, perhaps the closest connection.
http://bit.ly/3aBf1Tt is a straightforward but fairly detailed account of went wrong at Abermule.
Meanwhile on 26 Jan 2021, the 100th anniversary of the collision, a memorial plaque listing the 17
people who died was unveiled near the site of Abermule station (CP 14 Jun 1965). Made by a local
monumental stonemason it is the first permanent memorial in the village where it will be sited later.
http://bbc.in/3t6FUGW is a 24 min BBC 1998 programme about the crash (English subtitles available).
459] SE Wales Transport Commission: (BLN 1366.3561) All this body's 26 Nov 2020 recommendations
for options instead of an M4 Newport relief road have been accepted in principle by the Welsh
Government. It has confirmed that it will work with partners including TfW, NR & the UK Government
to increase capacity, reduce journey times and improve network resilience. No breath holding, now!

❺Not walking between stations, thereby excluding, for example, Yeovil Junction to Yeovil Pen Mill
(on foot), Dorchester West to Dorchester South and Farnborough to Farnborough North.

Paul then extended his challenge from passengers to passenger trains with the same rules as above,
Rule 2 above becoming the routes of scheduled passenger trains and Rule 5 obviously not applying.
With nothing much else to do down under in Melbourne's strict lockdown in 2020, and the Southern
Region of British Rail being my former stamping ground, I used a rail atlas, Realtime Trains (RTT) and
OpenTrainTimes track diagrams, finding at least 4,059 routes for passengers but a paltry 40 for trains see the Excel workbook with e-BLN. (Note: Only the actual routes are shown in it, not the places where
a change of trains is necessary which will, in any case, vary depending on the actual services used.)
However, I'm not convinced these totals are right as every time I look I find more routes or disqualify
routes because of previously unseen errors, so there's ample opportunity for others to play the game.
(I've just looked again and have marked in yellow on the Passengers tab 'via Southampton, Eastleigh,
Botley, Fareham, Havant…' and 'via…Redhill, Guildford…', which give many more routes again but my
sanity is at risk here, so I'll leave those to someone else to work out.)
This number of routes is only possible because of the complexity of the 'Southern' lines and the
(normal) current train services into London and of being able to access routes via Kent. For example,
from Salisbury there are services to Havant via: Southampton direct. Southampton, Eastleigh,
Botley, Fareham (not available to trains as this would require a reversal at Eastleigh but passengers
can merely change platforms and not reverse over the same tracks). Romsey, Chandlers Ford and
Eastleigh and then via: ●Botley and Fareham or, ●St Denys. This is not a reversal for passengers as the
junction at St Denys is beyond the station but trains cannot use this route within the rules.
Then from Havant, there are routes via: The Portsmouth direct through Guildford from where there
are several routes in addition to carrying on up the mainline through Woking. The south coast and
then up the mid-Sussex line, both via Dorking and Three Bridges. The south coast to Hove and then
up the Brighton line, both via the Quarry Line and Redhill. I've found two routes from East Croydon to
Clapham Junction (and hence Waterloo), direct and via Norwood Junction and Crystal Palace.
The south coast to Brighton, then up the main line. This is not a passenger reversal as south coast
and Brighton - London line trains arrive and depart from different platforms respectively at Brighton.
(The early morning through Newhaven train a few years ago reversing in Brighton didn't last long.)
The South coast to Brighton, then Lewes and via Plumpton to the Brighton line. Again, not a
passenger reversal at Brighton as the south coast and Lewes trains use different platforms and tracks.
At Lewes the junctionSt Denys, is beyond the station so passengers don't reverse over the same line.
Many of the above then to Kent via Tulse Hill - Peckham Rye, multiplying the number of routes.
And so on. It would be tedious to describe all the routes here, but the workbook shows all the routes
I've found. However, there are some important points to make:

Accessing Kent multiplies the number of routes greatly and that via Peckham Rye is most important.
There are many routes to the Tulse Hill to Peckham Rye Jn line and thento Peckham Rye station is
joint NR/London Overground. Passengers can change platforms at Peckham Rye to the 'South Eastern'
platforms to access Kent but, alas, trains cannot without reversing, so trains cannot access Kent.
Returning from Kent to Clapham Junction passes under the Streatham - Tulse Hill line, which some
routes use to access Peckham Rye. I'm claiming this is not passing through the same place twice, per
Rule 4, as it does not involve using the same tracks. [Editor's decision is final - we'll allow it, Malcolm.]
As the workbook shows, duplications have been removed if the same route is through Guildford or
East Croydon or Guildford (both to Peckham Rye) and then returning from Kent to Clapham Junction.
For some routes, the actual services have to be chosen carefully; RTT is very useful as it shows the
platforms. So, for example, it is possible to use services arriving at Redhill P1 from Tonbridge and then
passengers can depart from P0 to Guildford without reversing over the same tracks. Trains can't use
the route as they reverse over the same track.
For every route to Tulse Hill - Peckham Rye there are many routes via Kent and back to Clapham
Junction (and Waterloo). So multiply the number of routes to Tulse Hill - Peckham Rye by the number
of routes from Peckham Rye through Kent to find the total number of routes through Kent. Add the
routes in just Hampshire and Sussex to give the grand total shown at the top of the 'passengers' tab.
Now, who's willing to rock up to Salisbury ticket office and ask for a single to Waterloo via Chandlers
Ford, Eastleigh, St Denys, Havant, Guildford, Effingham Junction (if you try this you might get an
'Effing' response), Epsom, Raynes Park, Wimbledon, Tooting, Streatham, Peckham Rye, Lewisham,
Charlton, Dartford, Rochester, Ramsgate, Dover, Ashford, Hastings, Tonbridge, Redhill, East Croydon,
Norwood Junction, Crystal Palace and Clapham Junction? If the booking clerk is polite, I can imagine
the response would be, 'What's your game?' Good luck! [Come back, Southern Rover - all is forgiven.]
329] Points & Slips: ●●BLN 1368.14] The Bletchley service (whenrunning) uses the Bedford short bay
P1A (not P1) - although now this might have been another P0. ●●BLN 1369.199] To be clear, it was
Norton-on-Tees East box that was fitted with a block switch, the block section becoming Norton South
to Norton. It only needed to be open to run trains over Norton Curve to/from Norton West, which box
had to stay open for the crossing. ●●214] https://bit.ly/2MFPYGH is Jenny Williamsons video of the
18-car Merseyrail ice busting EMU through Hooton on 21 Jan 2015 - viewed by over 23,960 people.
330] Early Railway Memories (46): (BLN 1369.174) By Brian Ringer (Member 2194) Part 2. In 1964
parental restrictions on how far from home I was allowed to roam started to be relaxed and trips to
London's main line stations became possible. So, in the summer of 1964, I planned a trip with three
school pals to visit Paddington, Euston, St Pancras and King's Cross. 1964 was prior to opening of the
Victoria Line (1968-71) so the only travel option was bus with a London Transport 'Red Rover' ticket.
This was an analogue predecessor of the Oyster Card with unlimited travel on London Transport Red
buses for a day, for the princely sum of two shillings and six pence (child) - 12½p, worth £2.65 now.
The main objective of our day out was Paddington, as very few Western Region (WR) locos ever made
it across to our part of North East London. Being a summer Saturday, it did not disappoint and on
walking down the cab road from Praed Street the first loco seen was Hawksworth County 4-6-0 No1011
'County of Chester' - the last survivor of its class. Our morning was spent seeing WR diesel hydraulics
galore, the first few Class 47s allocated to the Western and, most significantly steam locos, 'Castles' on
the Paddington to Worcester services and a variety of pannier tanks on ECS workings.
Just after lunch we moved on to Euston, in the throes of rebuilding for the London Midland Region
electrification upgrade. As a result, relatively few trains were there but it yielded the only Stanier
'Duchess' Pacific I ever saw in BR service, No46243 'City of Lancaster' along with a 'Jubilee' 4-6-0
No45560 'Prince Edward Island'. I was too young to appreciate the architecture of what remained of
the old Euston and we soon moved on to St Pancras. This was a station that was fully dieselised by
1964 and so, having 'copped' a few 'Peaks', we went to King's Cross for the rest of the afternoon.

However, it was cancelled just before as the train needed rear assistance to provide enough brake
force. It was rescheduled for 24 hours later at a maximum of 15mph on the Down Main (and to stay on
that line; unusually overtaking services had to use the loops) and 5mph over switches and crossings.
A stop was neded every eight miles to check the offending axle, rail skate etc and grease if necessary.
This inspection needed the Up Main to be blocked at the time The working had to follow the 19.10
Euston to Glasgow Central service (via Northampton due to the Hillmorton Jn landslip). It was 39 min
late at Lockerbie (23.48) after leaving Euston 6 min late, with further delays due to losing its path, but
primarily due to a 21 minute delay at Crewe awaiting an ambulance to attend an ill passenger.
The stricken Pendolino left at 23.53 and stopped just beyond Lockerbie North Jn, as the parking brake
came on when speed exceeded 5mph. This delayed the train by 38 mins. It was on the move again at a
maximum of 5mph with a fitter trying to overcome the fault to gain the higher 15mph speed; this was
achieved by 01.13. The 23.30 (Thur 4th) Warrington to Shieldmuir (Royal Mail Terminals) was held at
Lockerbie and the 19.16 (Thur 4th) Daventry to Mossend was held in Lockerbie DPL until the Pendolino
cleared Wamphray Crossovers. Booked to pass Beattock at 00.54, it was 168 minutes late. The two
trains held at Lockerbie had been patiently following and were to pass it via Beattock DPL. A signal
failure needed attention before these two, now significantly delayed, services could take the loop. Due
to the driver's, hours the Pendolino then had to terminate in Abington DPL, 170 mins late at 05.41.
Interestingly it had been booked to pass Abington 02.42 and reach Carstairs South Jn 04.18. The 21.15
(Thur 4th) Euston to Inverness was booked to pass Abington 03.13 and Carstairs South Jn at 03.27½!!
However, there is no place where the Caledonian Sleeper could overtake the Pendolino between these
two places, due to the delay the sleeper passed it by running through Beattock Down Passenger Loop.
The move was rescheduled for 23.35 (Fri 5th) Abington DPL to Polmadie Down Holding Sidings. Again
booked to follow the 19.10 Euston to Glasgow Central, due at Abington 23.29 but ran 14 mins late.
The Pendolino departed 23.45, arriving at Carstairs at 01.06, instead of 00.39. Here the 18.39 (Fri 5th)
Daventry to Mossend Down Yard and that Royal Mail Train overtook it via the DPL. Leaving Carstairs
at 01.52, 63 mins down, the eventual arrival into Polmadie was at 04.32 rather than the booked 02.46.
The collaboration of all the departments was tested by this train's failure but they all came through
and, while improvements may well be identified in the de-brief, in the end it was a job well done.
454] Red Wheels of a different kind: (BLN 1369.261) A member recently watched an online talk about
the scheme in Scotland. The only ones erected are at the former Burntisland train ferry (as reported),
Glenfinnan Viaduct, the former station at Paisley Canal, the Tranent to Cockenzie Waggonway and
Wemyss Bay station. http://bit.ly/2MH2Tba has a list of sites (Paisley Canal missing). The next two in
Scotland, with plaques made, will mark the turntable ferry across Kyle Rhea to the Isle of Skye and the
Churchill Barriers in Orkney. It is also intended to have a Red Wheel to mark the Alloa Waggonway.
Sites being considered include Glasgow Subway and four in Edinburgh: Granton Gas Works workers'
station, Granton train ferry site, Scotland Street Tunnel and the St Leonards, terminus of Edinburgh &
Dalkeith 'Innocent Railway'. Dunrobin Castle station was mentioned as a possibility, so maybe
Ballater, Broughty Ferry are other aspirations, but none of them has a Red Wheel yet.
The first Red Wheel in Scotland was at Paisley Canal, unveiled by Bill Reeve, Director of Rail, Transport
Scotland on 16 Aug 2019. A local member was present. The text on the Red Wheel says: 'GLASGOW,
PAISLEY & ARDROSSAN CANAL Designed by Thomas Telford and including the longest aqueduct span
of the canal era, Opened 1811, converted to a railway 1885, closed 1983, partially re-opened 1990.'
From red wheels to Editorial red faces: John Cameron is a CBE, but, contrary to the local press report,
has not been knighted. He lives at Balbuthie Farm (not Balduthie) two miles east of Lochty (nothing
remains of his former 'Lochty Private Railway' OP 23 Jun 1968; extended 14 Jun 1970; CP 8 Sep 1991).
…
1370 WALES & THE MARCHES (Chris Parker) wales-news@branchline.uk
455] Radyr - Pontypridd - Treherbert, Aberdare & Merthyr: From the beginning of the year until May,
Sundays to Thursdays there are no passenger services after 19.30/20.30 (varies) due to Metro work.

452] Burntisland: (BLN 1369.261) This item and Feb 2021 Railway Magazine gives the impression that
this River Forth ferry began in 1850 and lasted some 40 years until the Forth (rail) Bridge opened in
1890. A 'senior' member, who happens to be an avid railway ticket collector (guess who?), has a pair of
North British Railway (NBR) 'Dog' singles (4d = 1⅔p, but they are thought to have cost our member
rather more) from Burntisland to Granton and vice versa 'via ferry'. On the back, one is dated 16 May
1903 and the other 14 May 1904, in the same style that any other NBR ticket was at the time.
Your Editor has investigated. It looks as though it was the world's first train ferry that ended when the
Forth Bridge opened, but a ferry continued for foot passengers and vehicles (there was no road bridge
of course) operated by the railways. It was suspended at the beginning of WWII in 1939 and officially
abandoned by the L&NER in 1946. A non-rail company resumed the service in 1951 until 11 Dec 1952.
The 'Spirit of Fife', a 1988 built catamaran, operated a passenger service on the route from 1991-1993.
453] A Pendolino in hot water: On Tues 2 Feb 390138, working the 18.40 Glasgow Central to Euston,
triggered Nethercleugh Hot Axle Box Detector (HABD) (28m 51ch) then stopped 600yds north of
Lockerbie North Jn, fortuitously north of signal GMC 822 protecting the junction. The left hand side of
No2 axle was reported by the driver as being on fire - the HABD had recorded its temperature as 201 oC.
The 17.10 TPE Manchester Airport to Glasgow Central arrived at Lockerbie on time at 19.34 and was
earmarked for a 'side to side' evacuation. At about 21.00, it drew forward to the rear vehicle of the
disabled train, the 14 passengers transferring by 21.15. The driver changed ends and used Lockerbie
North Jn trailing crossover to return to the Up Main, reaching Carlisle 21.56. The Down Main reopened
21.45 and the TPE unit then returned to Glasgow Central ECS. This use of Lockerbie North Jn supports
BLN 1361.2727 that it should be possible to run passenger trains between Glasgow and Lockerbie.
At 21.40 a fitter attended but the wheel failed a rotational test (to see if it moves as it should), so a rail
skate was requested. This was sourced from Millerhill with an expected arrival of 02.00 on Thur 3rd.
A passenger service was trapped behind the failed train, the 18.52 Edinburgh to Birmingham New
Street. On time at Beattock Summit, it eventually ran south of Beattock South trailing crossover,
crossed back to the Down line, and ran north to Glasgow Central (Motherwell was reached at 21.20).
RTT shows the 18.44 Coatbridge Freightliner Terminal to Crewe Basford Hall in Beattock Up Passenger
Loop from 19.38 to 23.20, instead of the booked 12 mins from 19.33. A rescue engine left Coatbridge
22.44 to attach to the rear. The train is thought to have shunted at Beattock South, returning north.
Single Line Working (SLW) operated on the Down Main between Wamphray (34m 30ch) and Lockerbie
North Jn (26m 11ch) on Wed 3 Feb from 00.10 to 03.32 & 04.07 to 09.12. This left the 17.39 Mossend
Down Yard to Dagenham Dock Reception on the Up Main at Nethercleugh between Wamphray and
the failed train. A rescue engine left Mossend at 00.31 and at 02.23 it was authorised to proceed into
the occupied section to assist. The trapped train gained the Down Main at Wamphray, returning north.
The first train to use the SLW, the 17.48 (Tue 2nd) Grangemouth to Daventry, was delayed 20 mins,
until 00.30, as reverse detection on Wamphray facing crossover was initially unobtainable. The Up
passenger trains using it were 20.45 (Tue 2nd) Inverness to Euston; Wed 3 Feb 04.22 Glasgow Central
to Manchester Airport, 05.32 & 07.37 Glasgow Central to Euston plus 06.52 Edinburgh to Euston via
Birmingham. In total four Up freight trains and one light engine move were accommodated. Three
Avanti services ran via Dumfries on 3rd: 09.40 and 15.40 Glasgow Central to Carlisle and 12.47 return.

King's Cross was the right place at the right time, the period of steam to diesel changeover. Relatively
new 'Deltics' and brand new Class 47s 'rubbed shoulders' with Gresley and 'Britannia' Pacifics, along
with the odd 'B1'. Among the Pacifics three stand out: No60008 'Dwight D Eisenhower' (now homed in
the USA), No60022 'Mallard', with Thompson rebuild No60113 'Great Northern'. An all too brief glimpse
of L&NER steam traction and, by the time of my next visit to King's Cross, steam had been eradicated.
Over the next year those trips became a regular occurrence and within another year my horizons had
widened even further by virtue of being allowed out on 'main roads' on my bike. Not just any old 'main
road' but the A406, London North Circular Road, from Edmonton to Cricklewood, Willesden and Old
Oak Common Depots! Routes were worked out to Stratford and onward via the Thames foot tunnel
between the Isle of Dogs and Greenwich to reach Hither Green depot. One epic Sunday I cycled from
Edmonton to Feltham depot; unfortunately the yard and the depot had virtually closed and my
25 mile journey yielded just three locos, a Class 33, Class 73 and Class 08, but one way of keeping fit!
In 1966 Weston-super-Mare was the family holiday, what a result! It meant that I was to go to a resort
on the Western Region (home to the most exotic BR motive power) and one with a main line railway
station. Weston-super-Mare was also tantalisingly close to South Wales, a place that I had learnt from
'Modern Railways' was a Mecca for freight traffic. How to get there though? My local library had Ward
Lock's 'Red Guides' to holiday resorts and the Weston-super-Mare edition informed me: White Funnel
Line steamers sail from Weston-super-Mare Pier to Barry and Cardiff. So, on a Wednesday in May 1966
I sailed across the Bristol Channel aboard a White Funnel Line steamer to Barry Pier. Then I caught a
DMU to Cardiff doing the Barry Pier - Barry Island line (last ordinary passenger train 18 Oct 1971).
LEFT: 1961 map with the four Barry stations:
Upper right Barry Docks then Barry, Barry Island
and, shown as closed to passengers (white circle),
through the tunnel at the end of line, Barry Pier.
Cardiff General did not disappoint, it really was a
case of blink and you missed a train. Expresses to
Paddington, Swansea, Manchester, Bristol and
Portsmouth. A constant procession of freights on
the through lines ('centre roads') of the South
Wales main line - coal, steel, petroleum tanks and
wagon load freights. Local Valley lines DMUs
from Treherbert/Merthyr/Rhymney to Penarth/
Barry coming off the connection from Queen
Street, along with coal trains from the numerous
collieries in the Valleys, not to mention trip
freights from yards around Cardiff hauled by Class 14 D95XX diesel hydraulics. There were even parcel
services at the former Cardiff Riverside platforms. Not only did I note pages and pages of locos and
multiple units (including a Blue Pullman on the 'South Wales Pullman' service) but I fired off a
complete roll of 35mm film in my trusty Halina Paulette camera.

The strict working hours limits, travel time to/from depots, overlapping staff shifts in this team effort,
the competences available at any one time, the state of the axle, its interface with the rail and the
distant location of an access point to transport materials to site, among other things, meant it was
15.45 Wed 3rd before 390138 could move at 3mph to Lockerbie Up Passenger Loop (UPL), clearing the
Up Main at 16.06. The Up Main track was checked for any damage and the line reopened at 16.27.

Come the time for me to return to Weston-super-Mare, how was I going to get back? I forsook White
Funnel Line for the rail journey. First a Swansea to Paddington express as far as Newport. Here a
connection was shown onto a Manchester to Plymouth train routed over the 'North & West' line that
reversed at Newport and was booked to call at Weston. The Plymouth train, 12 Mk 1s, arrived behind
a Class 47, which uncoupled and went onto Godfrey Road stabling sidings. From across the River Usk
Bridge, at the east end, came the unmistakable sound of a 'Western' as it backed down onto the train.

The plan was to move the Pendolino to Polmadie Down Holding Sidings No4 Road (the end has no
OHLE), to detach the vehicle with the damaged bogie and transport it by road to Longsight for repair.
The first leg was planned as 23.30 (Wed 3rd) Lockerbie UPL toCarstairs Down Passenger loop (DPL).

I positioned myself in the vestibule of the front carriage just behind the loco, lowered the droplight
window and waited for the 'fireworks' to begin. As soon as the driver got the 'right away' he opened
up the 'Western' and off we went, passing Maindee, East Usk and Llanwern in rapid succession.

There was a slight easing past Severn Tunnel Junction and then the descent into the Tunnel. Things
were relatively sedate down in the stygian gloom until the 'Western' passed the marker lights for the
bottom of the descent and the start of the climb up to Patchway. Instantly the Maybach engines
roared into life with an ear splitting racket and the vestibule soon filled with exhaust (no worry about
Health & Safety!). The 'Western' remained on full power all the way up the bank until it was virtually
on the points at Patchway Jn. From there it was a drift down Filton Bank (four tracks then) to Temple
Meads. There followed an equally electrifying start away from Temple Meads station and across the
Somerset countryside through Yatton to Weston-super-Mare where my memorable day out ended.
So memorable in fact that I repeated it on the Sunday, 'White Funnel Line' in both directions but this
time the vessel went direct to Cardiff, berthing somewhere near Bute Road station (Cardiff Bay now).
With no Sunday train service, I walked to Cardiff General and Canton shed for a clandestine shed bash.
Our last major family holiday was in May 1967; the trusty Anglia ventured from Edmonton to the only
UK place with an '!' in its name: Westward Ho! This was for a fortnight in a plush caravan. By 1967 the
passenger service from nearby Bideford had been withdrawn (from 4 Oct 1965); Barnstaple Junction
was the nearest railhead, a ten mile Southern National bus journey away. I went on two railway trips,
one on a summer Saturday to Plymouth via Exeter and Newton Abbot and a midweek visit to Exeter.
[Exeter - Plymouth via Okehampton still had passenger services then.] During the Plymouth trip I
visited Laira Depot, with many early WR diesel hydraulics on shed, including two of the North British
large A1A-A1A 'Warship' locos. The date was Sat 20 May 1967 and why do I remember the date…?
It was FA Cup Final day, Spurs vs Chelsea, and I spent the afternoon on Newton Abbot station. At the
east end of the Down Main platform was a shunters' cabin - for the staff engaged in splitting Down
expresses into Plymouth and Torbay portions. The shunters had a radio broadcasting the Cup Final
commentary. Result Spurs 2 - Chelsea 1 and I returned to Westward Ho! with a decided spring in my
step that evening, and not just because of the large number of diesel hydraulics I had copped!
The second day out was a very productive midweek visit to Exeter St Davids and my first journey up
the 1:36 bank to Exeter Central. What stands out in my memory is the volume of freight traffic
through Exeter on a weekday, a stark contrast to the one freight a week that can be seen these days.
Two branch line memories remain from this holiday. We went to Ilfracombe by car and I visited the
station, where I took a photo of a 3-car 'Cross Country' DMU waiting to depart for Exeter. Again, I
missed the chance to travel on the branch (CP 5 Oct 1970)! On another day we drove down the coast
to Bude where the passenger service had ceased from 3 Oct 1966. However, just outside the station, I
photographed a Laira allocated Class 03 on the contractor's demolition/track recovery train - most
poignant. 1967 marked the last family holiday and in 1968 I branched out on a cycling trip to Carlisle
with a school pal, visiting loco sheds en route, but that, as they say, is another story.
1370 EAST MIDLANDS (Graeme Jolley) east-midlands-news@branchline.uk
331] Daventry: (BLN 1359.2405) A 28m long engine release traverser, capacity 140 tonnes, is being
installed at the new Daventry International Rail Freight Terminal III to maximise siding length at
800m. The end of line is 3 miles from Daventry South Jn. Microgricers might be exercised by how to do
the traverserage and bidirectionality. TRACKmaps 4 p4B & C Dec 2018 has the proposed layout, but it is
being built with five tracks instead of nine and one traverser, for opening in summer 2021. A Martyn
Brailsford scale plan of the new layout is available on our website. On the Home page go across the top
banner to 'More options…', down to 'Track Diagrams' and select 'Midlands & North West…' then down
to 'DIRFT III'. The Track Diagrams in all these sections are generally updates to the latest TRACKmaps
but are removed when the new editions (with them in) come out. (The Corris Railway is now in the
final planning stages of a new Corris station with a traverser just a little smaller than at Daventry!)
332] Harrowden Jn - Wellingborough P3/4 - Sharnbrook Tunnel (Wymington Deviation) - Sharnbrook
Jn: The few regularly booked services are either not running or use the fast lines. Wellingborough P4
has been used for a few Up passenger calls so late running Up non-stop trains could overtake via P2.

451] The Duchal Moor (Grouse Shooting) Railway: (E-BLN 1369.X.14 photos and map) This two foot
gauge railway in Inverclyde, which appeared on Ordnance Survey Maps, was 7 miles long at its peak
(map BLN 1255.842). Located on a heather covered, sometimes bleak, wet and windy grouse moor in
the historic county of Renfrewshire, it was based at a small shed (NS 3132 6756) with a passenger
platform about three miles west of Kilmacolm. This was just above a tiny reservoir in the valley of the
Blacketty Water at Hardridge Farm - hence the line was sometimes known as the Hardridge Railway.
Access was by a long steep gated byway. There were three main branches, all around the 900 to
1,200ft contours on a wild moor. By our first four-hour railtour on 27 August 1979 (the English August
Bank Holiday Monday and fortunately a nice clear sunny day) about 5 miles was operational - some
had closed when a culvert was washed away. Part of a 'closed' section north from the shed was done
on a passenger vehicle with 'people power', half riding in each direction until the vegetation became
impenetrable. No grouse were harmed on the tour; the only shots were those taken by cameras. There
were six derailments but no one groused about them, 20 keen volunteers made light work of rerailing.
The moor was leased by Sir William Lithgow, the railway was built by his uncle in the 'depression' years
around 1921 to provide work for his Clydebank shipworkers and also to give access for shooting over a
particularly boggy area. The two 20hp 4-wheel petrol-mechanical locomotives were built by Motorail
Simplex of Bedford and delivered new to the line in 1922 (Works Numbers 2097 and 2171). They had
Dorman J2 engines and were the type used in WWI for hauling shells. The 22 pounds (weight) per yard
second hand rail came from a colliery and the sleepers from old navy vessels broken up in the Clyde.
There is a family association with the former Lithgows, shipbuilders of Port Glasgow and their
successors, Scott-Lithgow and Lower Clyde Shipbuilders. The railway cost £500 to £1,000 per mile to
build in 1921 (worth £24,640 to £49,280 now). It included significant bridges, culverts, steep gradients,
spectacular 'humps' and acute bends with a couple of triangular junctions. By 1979 older sleepers had
rotted badly but were being replaced year by year with concrete sleepers or substantial new timber
ones. However, the rail webs had corroded and the rails were becoming very expensive to replace.
The very hot dry summer of 1980 caused considerable damage to the line, but it was rectified.
Rolling stock consisted of two 4-wheel open 'toast-rack' passenger cars, each with three wooden tramtype reversible back seats. Capacity was three passengers per seat so 18 on the two vehicles, another
passenger could ride sitting on the engine cover of each loco (keeping warm!). The railway also had a
dog van and guard's van to carry guns, lunch etc and the 'bag' (neither of these was used on our tours
but the two Simplexes were). At one time Sir James Lithgow and James Tramm of Port Glasgow shared
the driving. There was also a heavier 4-wheel diesel-mechanical Motorail Simplex with 'No2' painted on
the side, manufactured in 1941 (Works Number 8700), transferred from Arnolds Sand Pit Railway at
Leighton Buzzard, in 1941. In 1979 trains still ran for shooting parties. The system enabled one team of
beaters to rest between drives while moving to the next position. The railway had the advantage that
the whole team could be moved together and was very popular with the boys (beaters!) who assisted.
Grouse require thick heather for shelter and young heather for food. They seldom stray more than
15yds from the cover of their heather 'forest'. The birds are strictly territorial, the stronger birds drive
out the weak to die of starvation during the winter. If they were not shot, the moor population would
fall naturally due to the dominancy of 'bully' cocks. The grouse shooting season starts on the 'Glorious
Twelfth' (12 Aug) and lasts until 10 Dec. King Edward VIII once used the railway on a shoot. Heather is
regenerated for grouse and sheep by burning in early spring [don't try this at home…].
For our Aug 1979 tour the 20 participants met at Kilmacolm station on arrival of the 09.15 DMU from
Glasgow Central (an hourly service via Paisley Canal withdrawn from 10 Jan 1983). We were unable to
arrange a repeat of the Grouse Shooting Railway tour until August Bank Holiday 30 Aug 1982 when 19
members went; it is thought to be the final time the railway ran with passengers and it fell into decay.
The route north of Hardridge Hill was lifted; the westernmost triangle and two branches off it, shown
on current 1:50,000 Ordnance Survey maps, are mostly intact although buried by vegetation.

In a rather surprising development, yet to be explained, the new double track slew from the centre of
the road to the seaward side and the merge into single track on the approach to Broadway road
junction (the subject of a test run with MER works car 34) have now been lifted! (BLN 1365.3379)
448] Manx Northern Railway: Passenger services ended in Sep 1968 on this 16½ mile branch to
Ramsey from St John's (on the Douglas - Peel line also closed the same month). The Douglas to Peel
path is nearly all on the original trackbed and has recently been improved. From St John's, trackbed
paths go to Foxdale and also almost to Sulby Bridge on the Ramsey line. The original high viaducts on
the latter were removed after the line closed as participants in our Foxdale to Ballaugh walk found out
on Fri 13 Sep 2013. We 'took steps' to descend the deep valleys and climb back up the other side.
Incredibly, and impressively, £1.3M is now being spent to reinstate the former railway bridges at Glen
Wyllin, Glen Mooar and across the main road near Ballaleece (St John's) to improve the path for seven
miles to Kirk Michael. The designs mirror the original railway bridges (but will only be for a foot/cycle
path, not trains!). Steel frames will be clad in perforated steel sheets to allow a view of the superb
scenery. It is part of the IOM Government active travel strategy encouraging people out of their cars.
1370 SCOTLAND (Mike McCabe) scotland-news@branchline.uk
449] The Slumbering Waverley: By Chris Totty. This story starts on 13 Dec 1968, years before the
15 photos (a new BLN pictorial on our website) were taken and, yes, it was a Friday! I had just finished
the term at college and decided to drive up to visit the Richmond branch (Yorkshire!) which was due to
close from Mon 3 Mar 1969. A mate of mine at college who came from Newcastle-upon-Tyne joined
me for the trip to Richmond, then on to Darlington, and made a useful contribution to the petrol pot!
After doing the 10 mile branch I set off over the Pennines to a small hotel I knew in Appleby. The trip
had three objectives: Alston, Keswick and the Waverley Route. It became a 'I wish I had done things
the other way round' trip! On Sat 14 Dec 1968 I drove to Alston, rode the 13 mile branch to Haltwhistle
(which survived until 3 May 1976), drove to Penrith for a return to Keswick (by then an 18¼ mile
branch) which CP 6 Mar 1972 and then back to Appleby. Next day was planned for the Waverley.
But horror of horrors, the following day dawned with a good fall of snow confining me to barracks in
Appleby - trains were having great problems on the Settle & Carlisle line. It was the same on Monday.
My father had booked a family Christmas holiday in Majorca on Tuesday. So, when the weather had
improved, discretion became the better part of valour as I had been threatened with what I cannot
remember if I didn't get back to Uxbridge in time for the flight, I decided that the Waverley would be a
non starter and headed south. I never made the Waverley which CP on 6 Jan 1969, a few weeks after.
However I did make Majorca and covered the lines to Soller and Arta and the tram to Puerto da Soller.
We now move on to Aug 1974 when I came across from Jersey on that horrific vessel the 'Svea Drott'
which had been chartered by Sealink as the 'Falaise' had failed for good. It did not have stabilisers as it
was usually used in the Baltic, not the English Channel! I worked my way up to Glasgow, via Alston
(again) and Waterside, for our 24 Aug 1974 Clydesider DMU tour. Afterwards I took my time and drove
back to my parents in Uxbridge over five days. On the Sunday I visited, in pretty terrible weather, the
sites of closed stations (track lifted) on the Waverley Route, regretting my decision detailed above, and
recording for posterity those near the road. Little did we know then what would happen in the future!
On Sat 31 Aug 1974 Greg Beecroft and I travelled to Yarmouth Vauxhall for that wonderful PSUL, the
11.59 summer Saturday dated holiday train, to Sheffield via Berney Arms, Norwich Wensum Curve,
Ely Curve, March to Spalding (direct, of course then), the Sleaford avoider and the former Lincoln
avoider. If only… Back to Jersey on the 'Svea Drott' and either the 'Caesarea' or 'Sarnia'. It took a mere
26 hours for me to do Weymouth to Jersey and 45 hours for my car but that's a story for another time!
450] Garrowhill: 7 miles east of Glasgow city centre on the Bathgate line, Up P2 (198m) (to Edinburgh)
is OOU from Sat 30 Jan until Thur 11 Mar (incl) for demolition and rebuilding. There is a single day of
normal service, then Down P1 closes from Sat 13 Mar to Thur 22 Apr for rebuilding. The cost is £2.2M.
Joining/alighting passengers have to 'circulate' - ride to the next station and double back as necessary.

333] Leicester North Jn: (BLN 1356.1968) As part of the S&C renewals, on 25 Jan a new connection
was commissioned between bidirectional P1 and the Up & Down Goods Line. That starts after the first
set of (repositioned) points - so there is no routine passenger use of the new connection to the Goods
line. Freight trains from Humberstone Road departing south can now run through P1 and cross to the
Up line while a northbound passenger
train is calling at P2 without requiring
the exit signal from P2 to the north to
be at Danger. LEFT: Before/after plans
thanks to map man Martyn Brailsford.
334] What do they put in Mars bars?
(BLN 1369.179) A member's mother
used to work at British Railways' Audit
Department, Melton House, Watford.
One thing she noticed was that a lot
of donkeys (wearing their jackets?)
made single journeys by rail to Melton
Mowbray. She never did find a reason
for this, and often wondered if there
was any connection with pork pies or
pet food. There was (still is) a donkey
sanctuary in Melton Mowbray but there seemed far too many travelling just for that. Meanwhile,
'Mars' recently announced that it is taking up warehousing at East Midlands Gateway (and Thames
Gateway), which hopefully will lead to greater use of rail to transport their many various products.
335] Croft: (TRACKmaps 4 p10B Dec 2018) Between Leicester and Nuneaton at 10m 20ch, just west of
Narborough, there has been no outward stone traffic by rail from the quarry for many years. However,
plans http://bit.ly/2MGvKwn (click 'agree' at the bottom to see them) submitted by Aggregate
Industries to Leicestershire County Council in 2019 include relocation of the Crushers and Silos and
allow access to 6M million tonnes of rock, 300,000 tonnes per year for 21 years, all dispatched by road.
Two new sidings would be installed to bring in inert material, believed to be HS2 spoil from Willesden,
to fill the deep, worked out 81 acre Quarry (one of the largest granite quarries in Europe) to restore
that side of Croft Hill. 22M tonnes will be required; the proposal suggests 750,000m3 per year in up to
four trains per day. The spoil would be moved by dumper truck pending building of a conveyor belt.
The new sidings will be in the 'V' between the disused loading lines and the main line, with a RunRound at the end although the existing sidings towards Narborough have one. It is planned to use the
turnout from the present run-round line (Siding 4 & 5). The OOU Loading sidings would be removed
(green on the 'Rail sidings relocation plan' with e-BLN) and its points reused for the two new 169m
Unloading sidings (red on plan). New points would form a 25m headshunt ending by a footbridge over
the river - on TRACKmaps this is near the 'C' in Croft Quarry. The other sidings are not affected. The
comprehensive illustrated planning document is recommended reading, with photos of the Enderby
freight branch. Eagle eyed readers can see the route of the Huncote Quarry line in the aerial photos.
336] Hungry Dog? Technicians were out on a track recording train in January when the driver applied
the emergency brake. He feared he might have hit a dog. Then, looking out of the window a technician
saw Luka, a 10 year old white Japanese Spitz, walking down the track. After taking a line block, and
with the help of a few snacks, the crew managed to catch him. The team decided the safest option was
for the lost pooch to join them, whilst they tried to track down his family. After making phone calls on
the way, a vet scanned Luka's microchip and the crew found his owners via Facebook. Luka was then
safely returned to his grateful owners but must have been hungry as he was found at Long Eaton.
337] Allington West - North Jn: This PSUL bypassing Grantham station is served in one direction only
currently by a single train: The 21.02 SSuX Skegness to Nottingham doing it between 22.22 and 22.24.

338] Northampton: (TRACKmaps 4 p4A Dec 2018) On the Up side just north of the station, Castle Yard
used to be very busy but, as a sign of the times, NR plans to permanently remove Roads 1 to 10. Note
that on TRACKmaps this corresponds with Roads 14 to 4 (yes 11 roads!) - the NR part of the Yard. They
are OOU, mostly lifted in fact, and NR suggests a possible future use of the land would be to extend
the station car park. The adjacent Tarmac aggregate terminal is receiving stone from Tunstead for HS2.

432] Birmingham New Street: P12 is closed for resignalling work from Sun 24 Jan until Sun 14 Mar.
433] Darlaston: (BLN 1364.3234) Station construction is due to start in Feb 2022 for completion in Dec
2022. 2tph are proposed from Mar 2023; 3-car Class 196 DMUs or Class 350 EMUs (max length 72m).

339] NET: From 22 Jan a Sunday service operates daily (better than that on some systems normally).

434] Dorridge: The permitted speed through the bidirectional Up & Down Passenger Loop is due to
rise from 20 to 40mph from Sat 20 Mar. This follows plain line track renewal and commissioning in
March of the associated flashing amber signalling sequences on the routes through the loop.

340] Corby: On Thur 28 Jan due to a shortage of Meridians, 156414 & 156415 worked the 09.26 to
Derby. They must have been swapped later as the diagram is then ECS to Nottingham for the 12.12 to
St Pancras as this ran to time which Class 156s could not! Have Class 156s run south of Kettering?

435] Longton: (73,840 passengers 2019-20) With Transforming Cities Fund support Stoke-on-Trent City
Council is organising a £1.2M station refurbishment. It includes a lift, shelters, new waiting areas, cycle
hub and potentially converting an arch into a retail unit. The aim is to increase passenger usage.

341] An expensive nose job: (TRACKmaps 4 p10A) At Corby NR wishes to plain line the nose of the
points near Corby South Jn (0.03ch on the Steel Works branch). They would become trap points.

436] Monument Lane: On Sat 23 Jan there was rare passenger use of the Up Through Siding between
05.45 and 09.00 due to a points failure. The 12 Jan 2013 Pathfinder 'Enigmatic Logistician' tour did it.

1370 GREATER LONDON (Geoff Brockett) london-news@branchline.uk
342] Aldwych: (BLN 1369.196) The whole station is Grade II listed and http://bit.ly/2YM6Fmb has
much historic detail. It says that the track in the east platform is original (which would date it from
opening on 30 Nov 1907), but due to low passenger numbers it was disused after 1917. That platform
has been stripped back to the steel structure. The track is the last remaining in situ section of original
deep tube track, with no 'anti-suicide' pit (introduced in 1926), timber sleepers, rails and Doulton
rectangular insulators. This amends parts of BLN 1369 which were from a tour a few years ago.

437] Camp Hill line: (BLN 1347.997) There is a £20M funding gap to build the three stations for new
local services. The budget has increased to £61.4M after lessons learned from the University station
upgrade. If requested government funding is not provided in time, there will be delays and descoping.

343] Kempton Park: (London Railway Atlas 5th Edition p49 B/C3) At the London end of the station on
the Up side were two short standard gauge branches to separate Metropolitan Water Board pumping
stations, shown on Joe Brown's Atlas as operational from 1897 until Jul 1964. They are on old OS maps
and 'The Atlas of the Southern Railway', by Richard Harman and Gerry Nichols (Ian Allan). It refers to
them as Metropolitan Water Board, (Eastern District) and Metropolitan Water Board (New River
District). This atlas unfortunately shows a third Metropolitan Water Board siding near Sunbury station
but this is an error. It existed but it was for The Lincrusta Factory, 'Works' on the London Railway Atlas.
The first of the sidings was created in L&SWR times to the Hanworth Road East London Waterworks.
Yes, it was in West London! The second newer siding led to the nearby Lilleshall Waterworks, and the
later created Great Engine House building, now the Kempton Steam Museum, by the well known
2ft gauge Hampton & Kempton Waterworks Railway. A member is looking for an original or later track
plan, (both lines were extended at some point) please, information about dates of opening, alterations
and closure. Copies of the relevant private siding agreements and any photos are also very welcome.
344] Harrow-on-the-Hill: Prompted by a 'Gensheet' post, a member recalls that, when he commuted
in the early 1970s, and on shopping trips before that, Uxbridge trains often went from P3. These days
P3 is usually used for trains towards North Harrow; Uxbridge trains using P4 (see Microgricing Guide
for exceptions). Our member's journey to work was normally on the 08.25 ex-Uxbridge, returning on
the 17.35 ex-Barbican. Both were 'fast Uxbridge' trains, fast from Rayners Lane to Finchley Road. So
to London they would normally go through Harrow P6 and P3 on return, both nonstop, although on
occasions they used P5 & 4 respectively. Then staff shortage on the Met caused cancellations on the
Uxbridge branch and these were more likely to be the all stations trains, leaving West Harrow without
a service. LT then decided that the fast Uxbridges should only be fast from Harrow to Finchley Road.
This led to interesting routeings at Harrow, using either P5 & 6 inbound and P3 & 4 outbound, usually
dependent on the whim of the signalman. P6 was the preferred route for the Aldgate bound trains, as
they needed the Fast Line to Wembley Park. On the return it all depended where the slow Watford
train was on its approach to Harrow. Timings were down to seconds, the Watford train would be put
into P4 and our member's train coasted into P3. This avoided occupying a section east of Harrow with
a stationary train. The cross platform interchange would take place and the Watford train would leave
first, probably with another slow train already right behind. Once it was over the crossovers, the points
would be changed and our member's train would then disappear into the underpass for Uxbridge.

438] Stourbridge Town: (BLN 1369.245) The 18 Jan timetable maintains 6tph much of the day but
expands the gaps for cleaning the vehicle. After the 08.45 from Stourbridge Junction, SSuX, (08.55 SO],
the next is 10.05. In the afternoon, after 14.45, the next is 16.45, with the last run of the day at 19.55.
On Sundays, there is no gap; trains are every 15 mins, with 10 min frequency at each end of the day.
439] Wellington: West Midlands Railway (WMR) has awarded community groups £45k to install new
signage, improve pedestrian links to the nearby bus station and plant extra greenery. The station is
one of the first to benefit from WMR's new Customer & Communities Improvement Fund. Work will
be carried out by the Friends of Wellington Station, which has named the scheme 'Wellington Ways'.
The project will be managed by Telford & Wrekin Council and supported by Love Wellington.
440] West Midlands Metro: On the Brierley Hill extension the Tame Valley Canal bridge was removed
in Jan, the fourth structure to be demolished. The canal, closed to boat and towpath traffic (that's
fortunate), reopens shortly. A structure on the Walsall Canal was demolished last year; the Old Main
Line Canal bridge, in Tipton follows later this year. Work on that final bridge begins this month (Feb).
…. 1370 IRELAND (Martin Baumann) ireland-news@branchline.uk
441] Rosslare: On Mon 18 Jan Brittany Ferries started a new weekly crossing to Cherbourg (originally
to begin in Mar) with vessel 'Cap Finistère'. Also in Jan, a six days a week DFDS Dunkirk run began and
Stena Line's Cherbourg services increased from three sailings each way weekly to six. The new 'Stena
Embla' was redeployed to the route on 14 Jan. Jan freight traffic at the port was 50% up on Jan 2019.
442] Pandemic passenger plummet: In 2020 Irish Rail carried 17.9M passengers; in 2019 it was 50.1M.
443] Belfast Hub: (BLNs 1333.1962 & 1340.2853) Site clearance (mainly relocation of bus facilities so
far) has begun for the new 8-platform station near Great Victoria Street, currently due to close
summer 2024 with the new station opening late 2024. https://bit.ly/2O3URtp is a video with the plans.
444] Bellarena: (BLN 1335.2231) The new Up side PW Sidings by the platforms extending east have run
out of steam (or money?), with no work since 24 & 25 Aug 2019 when the site lighting was erected.
445] Bord na Móna: (BLN 1367.3704) Derrinlough Briquette Factory (Baker's Rail Atlas 15th Edition
p70 B1), the last one in Ireland and in its 61st year of production, has a licence to operate until the end
of 2024. It can process up to 750,000 tonnes of peat per year and the local bogs contain 3M tonnes.
1370 ISLE OF MAN (Graeme Jolley) east-midlands-news@branchline.uk
446] Steam Railway: On Thur 4 Feb No4 'Loch' was on test, a short run from Douglas to Port Soderick
and back with 4 coaches in the morning and a longer run to Santon with 6 coaches in the afternoon.
447] Horse Tramway: https://bit.ly/36MWGl0 (3⅓ min) is a 2017 video of the stables and shows a few
'old friends'. The freight ship 'Arrow' can be seen anchored in Douglas Bay in a couple of the shots.

421] Lostwithiel - Par: Single Line Working is expected for 2 weeks from 6 Mar for engineering works.
422] Somerton: (CP 10 Sep 1962) A 'Restoring Your Railway' funded feasibility study into reopening the
station is to go ahead. It is on the Castle Cary - Taunton line, 28 miles with no intermediate station.
423] Devizes Parkway: With 400 parking spaces, this is proposed to be at Lydeway, (SU 0429 5905) on
the London side of the A342 overbridge, 2½ miles from the town. It is on the main Westbury to
Pewsey line - 20 miles without an intermediate station. In initial public consultation, so far 90% of
respondents have said that they would use the station for business or leisure. The 'Restoring Your
Railway' fund is supporting the studies. The original Devizes station (CP 18 Apr 1966) was the largest
place on the single track line from Patney & Chirton Junction station (on the Reading - Taunton line) to
Holt Jn on the Melksham to Trowbridge railway, opened in 1862 but closed in 1966. Although latterly
little used, this route at one time offered the shortest route from Paddington to the West Country.
424] Avonmouth Bulk Handling Terminal: (BLN 1364.3087) (TRACKmaps 3 p18A Jun 2018) Sidings 5 & 6
and the former fuel road (with buffers now removed) on the east side have been fenced inside the
new Maritime container facility. Observations welcome - could rail traffic be returning?
425] Bristol West Yard: (BLN 1368.112) Bristol East Depot previously loaded trains for HS2 quarried at
Stancombe, Flax Bourton to Banbury Reservoir Sidings Redland Aggregates but the last train ran on
Tue 21 Apr 2020. Hopes of loading at the former Bristol West Container Terminal seem unlikely now,
due to refused change of use planning consent, a NIMBY win. (Cardiff & Avonside Railway Society.)
426] Okehampton: (BLN 1369.243) There has been much activity on the branch; http://bit.ly/3aBrPZS
has nice pictures and details. Since 13 Jan GBRF Class 66 and Colas Class 70 operated trains have been
delivering new concrete sleepers and rails. 'Transition rails' have also arrived at Okehampton. Made in
Austria they are 95lb/yd bullhead at one end and flat bottomed the other and are used at junctions a
lot. Reliable sources suggest that the work is for freight traffic (possibly in connection with the HS2
concrete modular track contract). However, no work is happening west of Okehampton station and
Exeter passenger services would obviously benefit. Another unconfirmed report is that the P2 track is
to be lifted due to limited clearances, replaced the Down west end bay, reinstated for Meldon shuttles.
427] Pilning: (BLN 1343.136) The Restoring Your Railways application to reinstate the footbridge was
unsuccessful, but useful pointers were offered for making future submissions, and the campaign
continues. 710 passengers were documented in 2019-20, an annual increase of 55% and a 1,440%
increase since 2015-16 when there were 46 passengers - the bridge was removed on 5 Nov 2016.
GWR has again refused to increase the service as the present service meets the DfT requirements.
428] Class 143: The last three GWR Pacers (143603/618/617) left Exeter Depot 11.25 Wed 30 Dec ECS
with 150207; reaching St Phillips Marsh Depot 12.55. At least one was on passenger duty on 28 Dec.
1370 WEST MIDLANDS (Brian Schindler) west-midlands-news@branchline.uk
429] Lichfield Trent Valley (P3) - Wichnor Jn: CrossCountry's 08.11 SuO Leeds to Plymouth HST is now
the only regularly booked passenger service over this PSUL; there are ECS workings in both directions.
430] Bescot: After 20.20 on Mon 1 Feb two Up and two Down passenger trains ran via the respective
Goods Lines in passenger service due to a points failure - fortunately both are still electrified and live.
Those towards Walsall could not call at Bescot Stadium as the Down Goods is outside P2. Each train
incurred at least 30 mins delay, and there were cancellations. Normal working resumed by 22.00.
431] Great Malvern: Malvern Civic Society is working with NR and Railway Heritage Trust to install
replica Victorian lamps in the next phase of station restoration. Work is subject to planning approval
and would be carried out in 2022 after canopy refurbishment. That restoration will include the brightly
coloured decorative metal foliage at the top of the canopy support columns and the walkway. The P1
railway clock which hasn't been wound for years due to totally insurmountable modern Health &
Safety concerns (so only showed the correct time twice a day) is to be converted to electric operation meanwhile the hands have been removed as part of this work. [Really, this is not a wind up.]

345] Adjacent TfL stations: A member's 2021 diary has an Underground map that lists a selection of
pairs of stations (BELOW) that are less than 10 minutes' walk from each other on different lines.
He wonders if these links are signposted. (Your London Ed has used several and, in his experience, they
are usually signposted.) For Pay As You Go Oyster and Contactless cards, there are a surprising number
of 'Out-of-Station Interchanges', where passengers can walk between stations (National Rail and TfL)
but only be charged for one single journey. However, there is a time limit and the full list (of 141!) is
with e-BLN. [*Emirates Airline stops, although hardly an essential part of London's transport system!]
Upper Holloway
Bow Church DLR
Camden Road
Euston Square
Northwick Park
New Cross Gate
Wood Lane
Shadwell DLR
Hanger Lane
Wanstead Park
South Tottenham.

Archway
Bow Road
Camden Town..
Euston
Kenton
New Cross
White City
Shadwell
Park Royal
Forest Gate
Seven Sisters

Caledonian Road
Caledonian Road & Barnsbury
North Greenwich
Emirates Greenwich Peninsular*
Walthamstow Central.. Walthamstow Queen's Road
South Wimbledon
Morden Road tram stop
Harringay
Harringay Green Lanes
Swiss Cottage
South Hampstead
Tower Hill
Tower Gateway DLR
Finchley Road
Finchley Road & Frognal
Royal Victoria DLR
Emirates Royal Docks*
Clapham North
Clapham High Street
The three West Hampstead stations

346] HS2: (BLN 1369.192) Sheet piling for Victoria Rd crossover box west of Old Oak Common station
is complete, allowing permanent construction work to commence. The box (130m long and 24m deep)
will be used as the launch site for boring the Northolt Tunnel. When complete it will also house a shaft
for ventilation and emergency access. From 1 Feb, the facing crossover between the Up and Down
Relief Lines at Old Oak Common West Jn was clipped and padlocked in the normal position.
The former Euston P17 is expected to become a HS2 private siding, named Works Siding 1. The land on
which it is sited will be transferred from NR to HS2 Ltd, but NR will continue to maintain it. The siding
will be equipped with wide to gauge trap points and an HS2 Shunter will control train movements.
Trains will bring in construction materials and remove spoil and must be 'top & tailed'. A new boundary
wall is being constructed to replace the hoardings separating the siding from the rest of the station.
Four return paths are included in the WTT between the siding and Wembley Yard, although these
could serve other locations such as Willesden Euro Terminal. If necessary, Euston bound trains will
recess in Kilburn Up & Down Goods Loop. Operations are not expected to begin until after Apr 2022.
347] Southern: Service cuts were made SSuX from 18 Jan. Tattenham Corner was reduced from 2tph
to London Bridge to 1tph to Purley. Caterham peaks from 2tph to London Bridge to 1tph to Purley.
Off-peak services continue to run to London Bridge, 2tph instead of 4tph. The service between London
Bridge and Beckenham Junction via Crystal Palace is withdrawn SSuX (BLN 1369.166), but continues
to run SO unlike last year. The SuO London Bridge - Crystal Palace only service also continues to run.
348] Waterloo: The last remains of Necropolis station, the former First Class entrance and reception
on Westminster Bridge Rd, will be converted from offices to flats if an application to Lambeth Council
by developers is successful. The station OP 13 Nov 1854 for funeral trains to Brookwood Cemetery but
the surviving building dates from 16 Feb 1902, resited when Waterloo was expanded. The last known
departure was 11 Apr 1941, a few days before it was partially destroyed in an air raid. (Ian Visits website)
349] Crossrail: (BLN 1368.45) All shafts and tunnel portals were handed over to TfL by the end of 2020.
Liverpool Street P16/17 extension work concludes in Apr. There will be no TfL Rail services between
Shenfield and Liverpool Street from 2-5 Apr (Easter) and on 10 & 11 Apr. From 6-9 Apr there will be no
Liverpool Street to Stratford service. http://bit.ly/2XF9yoq is a tour of the new Farringdon station.
350] Bow: TfL and housing association Optivo are proposing a development west of the DLR, north of
Bow Church. This was the site of the North London Railway's Bow station, CP 15 May 1944 along with
passenger services on the rest of the Poplar branch due to bomb damage in WWII. (Ian Visits website.)

351] West Drayton: OOU since 14 Nov 2020, from 1 Feb Frays Siding and the adjacent Cripple Siding
were returned to operational use as private sidings, with lengths of 444m & 365m respectively.
352] Barking Riverside: (BLN 1368.41) http://bit.ly/3cJqeUE a technical description of the branch works.
353] Greater Anglia: As part of service reductions from 25 Jan, the Stratford to Meridian Water
shuttle was reduced from 2tph (the maximum possible) to 1tph between peaks and at weekends.
354] King's Cross: (BLN 1368.49) From 25 Jan a new facing crossover (clipped and padlocked OOU) was
installed between the Down Fast and the Up Fast Lines in Copenhagen Tunnel.
355] London Overground: (BLN 1369.187) From 25 Jan, all the peak hour extras on the Enfield Town
branch were cancelled, along with one return trip to Cheshunt in the morning peak.
356] Westminster Abbey rare track: An unlikely location to appear in BLN, but http://bit.ly/3rumzy5
has details of a temporary people powered narrow gauge railway installed in 1952. It was used to bring
in materials for tiered seating used by guests at the Queen's coronation. (Did anyone do it?)
1370 NORTH EAST & YORKSHIRE (Geoff Blyth) north-east-news@branchline.uk
357] Filey Holiday Camp/Scarborough: (BLN 1367.3637 plan) Hunmanby.com website supports the
idea that Butlins subsidised the branch financially: 'The Butlins cliché of: A week's holiday for a week's
pay included the price of a railway ticket, an agreement negotiated by Billy Butlin and the railways'.

The extensive layout provided when the station opened didn't all survive until closure. It was planned
with trains being hauled by one locomotive. A member recalls catching a summer Saturday train from
Scarborough in 1971, with a pair of Class 20s. The loco release at the camp station was too short for
both locos, which therefore had to run round separately. One wonders if the timings allowed for this.
Scarborough shed closed 20 May 1963 but arriving steam locos were serviced and turned until 1967,
when steam ended on British Rail (BR) Eastern Region. In 1968 regular steam operation ended on BR
and, with very rare exceptions, was then banned. However, steam was allowed on specific lines in the
early 1970s and some steam tours reached Scarborough. Those which did not change locos there ran
on summer Saturdays. This was to use Royal Oak triangle to turn the loco, as the three boxes were
staffed then anyway for the Filey Holiday Camp station branch service. There were no crossovers at
Royal Oak North or Royal Oak South boxes so the loco had to continue to Hunmanby to cross over.
However, Filey Holiday Camp station closed at the end of the 1977 summer season, so this facility was
lost. For charters to continue operating to Scarborough, a turntable was moved from Gateshead to
the original turntable pit at the former shed. It was extended by about 4m for larger engines than it
was originally designed for, so apparently turns above the previous pit. First tested on 30 Apr 1981, it
has been used regularly since. It is believed that Scarborough Council made a financial contribution as
they no doubt saw the financial benefit of such traffic. From 1978 a series of trains ran during the
summer on a circular route from York via Leeds and Harrogate. From 1981 the route was extended to
Scarborough as the 'Scarborough Spa Express'. They ran until 1988, but ended when the staff at York
responsible for them were reassigned to separate divisions at InterCity and Regional Railways.
358] Woodburn Jn - Tinsley North Jn: The 22.20 SSuX TPE Manchester Piccadilly to Doncaster is the
only PSUL now on this line. Tinsley North Jn - Rotherham Central Jn is used by Tram Trains (now 2tph).
359] Blyth & Tyne: The Transport Secretary has authorised £34M to 'rapidly progress plans to reopen'
the almost 19 miles from Benton North Jn to Ashington. It funds land acquisition, completion of
detailed design and for NR to begin early works prior to the relevant planning approvals. Although only
part of the £166M total cost, further funding is expected to follow once design work is complete.
The approval has been helped by contribution agreements with landowners along the route, on behalf
of Northumberland County Council (NCC). They are based on the principle that reopening will lead to
development and increased land values. The contributions will come back to NCC, reducing the long
term cost to taxpayers. The social and environmental impact on this area will be substantial as the
road network is congested and the public transport network sparse.

415] Feltham resignalling: (BLN 1341.2921) Phase 2 includes renewal of all signalling assets in the area
with recontrol to Basingstoke ROC and demolition of the 1974 Feltham Area Signalling Centre, visited
by the Society on 30 Apr 2016. Phase 2 is resignalling of the Virginia Water and Ascot area with LED
'Dorman CLS Lite' signals (the plastic ones) and replacement of AC track circuits with Frauscher axle
counters. Point operation/detection will be by existing point machines. 13 crossings will be renewed/
upgraded with CCTV Manual Controlled Barriers (MCB) and four with miniature stop lights, including:
◊Rusham level crossing AHBC (Egham - Virginia Water at 21m 61ch) will be converted to MCB-CCTV.
◊Stroude foot/bridleway LC (Egham - Virginia Water at 22m 51ch) is to have miniature stop lights.
◊Sunningdale London Rd MCB-CCTV (26m 71ch): full renewal planned to be staged with road works
….beginning Jul 2021 and stage commissioning with temporary control to Feltham ASC in Oct 2021.
◊Englemere User Worked Crossing (Ascot - Martins Heron at 29m 36ch) is planned to be closed and
….replaced by others ahead of the Phase 2 main commissioning (date as yet undetermined).
◊Chertsey MCB-CCTV (22m 25ch) & Camberley MCB-CCTV (35m 26ch) will remain; targeted renewal.
At Virginia Water (Chertsey end of P3 & 4), the unpowered Engineer's trailing crossover will be powered
(controlled from Basingstoke ROC) for signalled turnbacks in P3 which will become bidirectional. A new
shunt signal allows ECS moves from the Down Chertsey to P3 & 4, so turnbacks will be possible in both.
Similarly Bracknell trailing Engineer's crossover (London end 32m 20ch) will be powered and remotely
controlled from Basingstoke ROC for passenger turnbacks from London in Down P2. Phase 2 main
commissioning is due over Easter 2022, from 19 Apr 2022, with associated level crossing road closures.
1370 SOUTH WEST (Darren Garnon) south-west-news@branchline.uk
416] Single minded: The 11 Jan 21.45 Penzance to Paddington (a good bet for unusual routes) used
the Down Main between Cowley Bridge Jn (192m 52ch) and Tiverton Loops (178m 52ch). The 13 Jan
departure did the Down Main from Wellington (170m 19ch) to Norton Fitzwarren Jn (164m 60ch) in
the Up direction then the Down/Up Relief and Down Relief to Taunton East Jn. The 14 Jan 23.05 from
Temple Meads and the 22.00 from Paddington, both to Exeter St Davids, and the 23.45 Paddington to
Penzance travelled over the Up Main from Wellington (170m 19ch) to Tiverton Loops (178m 52ch).
417] Portbury: (BLN 1369.241) The new traffic from the Dock branch/Automotive Terminal (the Coal
Terminal is secured OOU) is GBRf worked ballast to Acton Yard for HS2. The first empty wagons arrived
from Colnbrook Tue 26 Jan at 16.30; after loading 1,600 tonnes it left for Acton Yard at 23.55. The
stone is from the remote Glensanda Quarry in the Morvern peninsula of Scotland on the west bank of
Loch Linnhe. The granite goes all over the world by ship - there is no road access or marked footpath.
The 170 work force commute by boat from Oban, some live on site. A second train ran on 2 Feb.
418] St Ives: (BLN 1368.116) The line speed between St Erth (Western Growers Crossing) and Lelant
for DMUs is to be raised from 30mph to 40mph. Following recent relaying, the line speed is expected
to also be increased between Carbis Bay and St Ives. These are steps towards a 20 minute frequency
on the branch including a passing loop between Lelant and Carbis Bay. St Ives recorded over 700,000
passengers in 2019-20; it is a very popular destination for visitors with very poor roads and parking.
The train journey is very scenic, popular and reasonably priced including parking at St Erth Park & Ride.
419] Wilton Jn & Wilton North Jn: (BLN 1266.1926) (TRACKmaps 5 p35 B Aug 2019) NR plans to renew
and upgrade these junctions west of Salisbury in May. Quidhampton Quarry facing access points are
included; the manual ground frame will be converted to electric operation and point heaters provided.
The trailing crossover will be renewed nearer to Warminster. The last traffic from Quidhampton was
outward Calcium Carbonate tanks on 30 Mar 2009; the final empty wagons were removed by rail on
14 Oct 2009 after cleaning. HM the Queen may have been on the last train when she red-penned it
(part of the GWR Westbury to Salisbury passenger line until 29 Oct 1973) by Royal Train, overnight on
1-2 May 2012. In 2016 inward waste by rail was expected to fill the large pit but no traffic materialised.
420] Exeter St James Park: (BLN 1365.3362) The country end extension to Up P2 for 3-cars (like P1)
instead of two has been completed. This was originally due to be done during last October's blockade.

410] Sheerness-on-Sea: (BLN 1344.279) The phrase in the wrong place at the wrong time is often used
when describing events, often fatal, affecting individuals. The lady standing in the booking hall at the
station 50 years ago at 18.57 on Fri 26 Feb 1971 came into that sad category. She was killed, and
13 injured, including the driver, guard and the clerk on duty in the ticket office, when the 10-car EMU
forming the 17.16 from London Victoria entered P1 line and failed to stop short of the sand drag at the
end of the line. Instead, still travelling at about 12mph, the leading coach demolished the buffer stops,
and then, without its leading bogie, slid across the station concourse, through the booking hall and the
station front wall. The second coach partly rose up onto the concourse, but the rest of the train was
not derailed and sustained only minor damage. The wooden station buildings offered little resistance.
It was 14.40 next day when normal working resumed (remarkably quickly) on the seven mile branch
from Sittingbourne. The line, signalled under the Track Circuit Block Regulations with colour lights, was
controlled by Sittingbourne signal box, with a line speed of 85mph, and a permanent restriction on the
approach to Sheerness station of 30mph due to sharp reverse curvature. The accident inquiry was
conducted by Lieutenant Colonel IKA McNaughton of Her Majesty's Railway Inspectorate, and he
arranged for braking trials of a similar 10-car EMU to take place on the line between Maidstone West
and Paddock Wood. It emerged that the driver had suffered a bad fall, hitting his head, on duty at
Holborn Viaduct station the year previously which rendered him unconscious for about eight minutes,
requiring an overnight stay in hospital. Subsequent detailed tests were carried out which prevented his
return to driving duties for almost five months when he was then deemed fit to do so.
The Inspecting Officer considered three possible causes of the accident. The driver was paying so little
attention to his duties that he allowed his train to run straight into the buffer stop without attempting
to stop it - discounted. The train's brakes failed - no evidence of this was found. By far the most likely
explanation was that the driver, who could not recall the events immediately prior to the collision, lost
consciousness when the train was entering the platform line, making him slump forward over the
controls, holding the Drivers Safety Device down with his body weight. The Report of 14 Dec 1971,
absolved the railway management of any criticism as they had quite properly arranged for the driver
to undertake very thorough tests in hospital following his Holborn Viaduct fall, and he had not since
experienced any adverse symptoms nor was any abnormality found in his brain functions.
411] Dover & Tonbridge: From 12 Feb the Up side sidings at Dover Priory (BLN 1365.3348) and Down
Main Sidings 1 & 2 at Tonbridge West Jn (west of P3 &4) were redesignated Light Maintenance Depots.
412] Margate: Locomotive Storage Ltd (LSL), which owns the Hornby site has planning permission from
Thanet District Council for a railway museum (the One:One Collection) celebrating British railway
heritage. The plans are the brainchild of railway enthusiast Jeremy Hosking who has 25 full sized
locomotives in his collection and Frank Martin, Hornby chief executive 2001-2013. Hornby Hobbies has
a visitor centre in the building next to the warehouse on Ramsgate Road (1½ miles walk from Margate
station) and is an LSL tenant. Significant structural changes are needed this year focusing on H&S and
disabled access. It is hoped to begin open days in 2022, with completion in 3 years. External alterations
will enhance the building and respect the area's character. There will be parking for 99 cars and 15
motorbikes. LSL says that the museum will open seven days a week 10.00-16.00 and employ 14 staff
413] Caterham: The footbridge from the concourse to the terminal island platform is being refurbished
with reglazing and painting. Improvements to station lighting, toilets, seating and landscaping follow.
414] Hove: Sussex Live recently had photos of the site of the first Hove station, now Peacock Industrial
Estate on Davigdor Rd, where 'Wickes' is. OP 12 May 1840, the single platform CP 1 Mar 1880. Holland
Rd Goods Depot was then built there but CG 14 Jun 1971; it was later demolished to make way for the
industrial estate. Nothing is left of the original building. The existing Hove OP 1 Oct 1865 as Cliftonville,
and was renamed West Brighton 1 Jul 1879, Hove & West Brighton 1 Oct 1894 and Hove 1 Jul 1895.
From 22 Feb 2021 (when many Southern services are cut) the Brighton to Hove shuttle, normally half
hourly and additional to other services, is vastly reduced in the week - the 1m 35ch is timed for 5 mins.

360] Durham Coast: (BLN 1369.200) Greatham box had a Panel but Ryhope Grange had a Workstation
- several VDU screens with a trackerball. At Ryhope Grange the stub of the Murton branch was intact
and connected (but OOU) at the time of our Oct 2019 visit. The sidings were a connection off the
former 'branch' rather than vice versa. Belasis Lane box was signed OOU at 00.45 Sun 24 Jan with the
equipment removed on 28th. The last revenue earning train left Seal Sands Greenergy Biofuel Refinery
(once Phillips Petroleum) at 23.58 Mon 3 Jun 2019, discharged biodiesel tanks for secure storage at
Long Marston. They ran on a weekly train to Cardiff Docks Greenergy which last left Mon 22 Apr 2019.
Norton-on-Tees West closed Sat morning 30 Jan (the final signaller rostered to 14.00); all equipment
was stripped out and the box demolished overnight. As previously at Urlay Nook, it was in the way of
the obstacle detection equipment. At 13.40 Ferryhill (ex-Ferryhill No2) closed to Tyneside IECC; signals
and track circuits were soon disconnected. As at Stourbridge Junction, it will become a welfare facility
for trackworkers; it cannot be demolished as the locking room has equipment for ECML signalling.
Hartlepool to Seaton Carew was closed on 30 & 31 Jan; buses replaced trains between Hartlepool and
Middlesbrough/Nunthorpe. This was probably for reinstatement of Cliff House Up Loop, long OOU.
The other boxes closed Sat 6 Feb: Norton South 01.38, Norton East 01.38, Norton-on-Tees 01.35,
Billingham 01.35, Greatham 01:38 and Ryhope Grange 01.45. At the last minute, a local resident who
had approached NR a while ago, was able to rescue items from Billingham box, which will be preserved
for the local community: B34 semaphore signal, the 'Track Diagram Board - Billingham on Tees' and
the 'Original' Signal Box Maintenance Log Book which goes back to the 1960s. Some components were
recovered on the night it closed and have been taken into the NR strategic spares. The North Yorkshire
Moors Railway has others. Sunderland to Stockton was closed 6-9 Feb for testing and commissioning
(05.00 on 10 Feb) of the Hartlepool Workstation, with buses between Sunderland and Middlesbrough.
At Billingham box, the crossing was closed to road traffic from 21 Jan to 5 Feb. Pedestrians could use
the footbridge, or were escorted across the line. From 6-22 Feb it closed completely for demolition of
the box and footbridge with reconstruction of the crossing. The footbridge is not being replaced; it is
not an original NER structure and would cost too much to bring up to modern standards. In 2015, a
campaign was launched, supported by the local MP, to preserve the box; an online petition attracted
over 840 signatures. However, NR insisted that the box had to go but they gave the MP an undertaking
that they will work with the local community to find a permanent home for heritage memorabilia from
the boxes. Encouragingly, the NR Controller of Site Safety (COSS, previously PICOP - Person in Charge
of Possession) for several of the boxes held a meeting with Tees Archaeology the week before Belasis
Lane closed. Some signals, presumably from Belasis Lane, were seen at a compound near Greatham
on 28 Jan but unfortunately at least one signal arm was bent. NR offered the items for tender.
No doubt heritage lines (and perhaps enthusiasts) would be interested in the signal arms - bent or not!
The tall, almost lighthouse like, Norton-on-Tees box (e-BLN 1369.200 picture) will not be demolished;
it is thought the frame will be removed and the structure left as a refuge for track workers. It features
as the sign of the immediately adjacent Norton Tavern. Do any other pubs have a signal box as their
sign? Norton-on-Tees East box cannot be demolished, as it is Grade II listed - dating from 1870, and a
rare unmodified (unlike Norton South) survivor with once common original NER features, a shame the
windows have to be boarded up due to vandalism. (Your NE Editor finds it the least attractive one!)
https://bit.ly/3tmYPNT is a Billingham to Norton West cab ride. With the closure of these boxes,
Hilton Junction (opened 6 Aug 1873) is now thought to be the oldest operational box on the network.
It was visited by the Society on 25 Nov 2018. Installation of pull wire at the exit signal from Hartlepool
South Works Departure Line has been deferred. Traincrew will continue to use phone messages.
361] Wakefield Kirkgate: (BLN 1364.3165) A member visiting 'The Hepworth' gallery, a short walk from
the station, confirms the temporary lack of facilities on the island P2 & 3! However, there is an eye
catching 'Framing the landscape' display in the subway, with the incredibly realistic painter and his
frame. It is also 'ear arresting', as one of the items of music being broadcast with it was On Ilkla' Moor
Baht'at - are they allowed to play that well away from Ilkley? [Depends how loudly they play it‽]

362] Leeds Bradford Airport Parkway: (BLN 1366.3465) The spring 2019 public consultation showed
that most respondents were happy with the plans. The Outline Business Case was approved by the
West Yorkshire Combined Authority (WYCA) in Feb 2020 and GRIP Stage 3 by NR in Mar 2020. The next
round of public consultation is open from 18 Jan until 21 Feb, led by the WYCA. A planning application
is due in spring 2021 and the Full Business Case (FBC) in mid-2021. The estimated cost is £42M, funded
by the Leeds Public Transport Investment Programme up to completion of the FBC. Delivery beyond
the FBC is subject to the relevant approvals, and expected to be funded by the 'West Yorkshire Plus
Transport Fund'. If approval is prompt, the station could open with the May 2024 timetable change.
The proposal: Two 125m platforms on the Harrogate line in the cutting south of Bramhope tunnel,
reducing the visual impact on the area. A staffed station building with usual facilities and bus
interchange to the airport - accessed via Scotland Lane. Platform access via covered stairways and
lifts. A bridge linking the two platforms, leading to a second pedestrian and cycle access route to the
Cookridge area. 350 space Park & Ride. Other than NIMBY objections: A direct rail link to the airport
terminal was suggested as the proposed station is not in the right place and doesn't access the airport
from all directions. However, location is governed by the existing route and line structures (including
Bramhope Tunnel), and proximity to the airport. A new heavy rail link to the airport would cost £350M
to £400M. A direct connection from Bradford was considered but would be even more expensive still.
It was suggested that a shuttle bus from Horsforth would achieve the same goals. This was considered
but the journey would take longer and traffic congestion would make the service unreliable.
363] T&W Metro: ❶The Jarrow Oil Terminal branch will transfer to Nexus as part of the 'Metro Flow'
project; recently Nexus and NR published details of the changes. BLN 1355.1842.3 has the 'Proposed
Layout'. A new facing crossover (purple in e-BLN) will be installed in the Shields lines east of Pelaw and
a new junction west of the crossover for the NR link (dashed blue line) to Pelaw. This is for Jarrow Oil
Terminal trains. Plans show a proposed 'Bill Quay' Metro stop east of the crossover, but there are no
firm plans for it yet. To avoid the two signal block separation (as on Pelaw - Sunderland at present to
keep light and heavy trains a safe distance apart) and stop freight trains within signal overlaps, signals
between Pelaw and the Jarrow area will be provided with Train Protection and Warning System.
❷In Sep & Oct 2020 Nexus consulted the public on the interior details of the new fleet, including seat
patterns, grab poles and bike racks. Over 23,000 responses were received online plus feedback from
specialist groups, which has been used in the detailed design work. Metro drivers took part in a virtual
reality consultation, giving them the opportunity to comment on the proposed cab layout. The Initial
Design was completed in Dec 2020, and the Final Design phase started in Jan 2021. The new trains will
cut the Metro's power consumption by 30% and be fifteen times more reliable than the current fleet.
Construction starts in Aug at Stadler's St Margrethen works (NE Switzerland), with delivery from 2022.
The units are expected to reach the UK by rail via the Channel Tunnel to Howdon Depot for testing and
staff training. The first are due to enter service in Jul 2023 with all delivered by the end of 2024.
❸(TRACKmaps 2 p49 inset Sep 2020) At South Gosforth track and OHLE removal has started, for the
imminent demolition of half of the former L&NER depot to construct the new depot on the same site.
Access to exterior lines 16-20 (south of the depot building) is severed. OHLE for Lines 9-15 has been
removed from the eastern access, although they appear to still be in use from the western access.
364] Halifax: The station is West Yorkshire's sixth busiest (1.9M passengers 2019-20) but has limited
facilities and poor accessibility. Public consultation on the design of a proposed new station takes
place until 14 Feb. Over £30M is earmarked from the 'Transforming Cities Fund' and 'West Yorkshire
Plus Transport Fund' for this. It includes: A new two storey station building, with improved waiting
and refreshment areas. Preservation and inclusion of the heritage features. A new footbridge.
Cycle facilities and a new foot/cycle path to the eastern side of the railway and the Hebble Trail.
Drop off facilities, parking and taxi areas. A link to the A629 Phase 2 project, with regeneration of
the area between Piece Hall and the station, better connecting it to the rest of the town centre.

407] Basingstoke: On the evening of Wed 13 Jan, by chance, a local member noted a fast passenger
service routed via Winchfield Up Slow to Up Fast crossover on OpenTrainTimes (OTT) maps, with no
obvious explanation. This is quite unusual but similar routing continued regularly over subsequent
days. It took a few days to identify that the cause was the diamond crossing in the Up Fast line at
Basingstoke, where it crosses the Down Reading line, was out of service (see later). Understanding was
complicated by there being two Up Fast to Up Slow crossovers at the east end of Basingstoke, one
before and one after the flat crossing; it seems OTT maps (and other similar online systems) do not
differentiate between them and showed trains as taking the second crossover, meaning they appeared
to be using the flat crossing, when in fact they actually took the first specifically to avoid it.
Up trains booked to depart from P3 towards London Waterloo onto the Fast mostly used P3, but then
immediately crossed over to the Up Slow on departure giving the unusual sight at Hook of Class 159
DMUs on the Up Slow. Many, but not all of these, then used the Up Slow to Up Fast 40mph crossover
at Winchfield to regain the Fast Line, flashing yellow aspects are used for this routing. However, the
semi fasts which would normally cross Up Fast to Up Slow to stop at Farnborough typically stayed on
the Up Slow, as did a few services booked non-stop to Woking if there was nothing ahead on the Slow.
In contrast, some Up services were noted to depart from P4 at Basingstoke, and then cross to the Up
Fast immediately after the offending diamond. Fewer still, typically late in the evening when less traffic
was about, crossed from the Up Fast to the Down Fast on the approach to Basingstoke from the south
then, after calling at P2, crossed back to the Up Fast after the diamond. This had the advantage of
keeping P3 & P4 clear for Down freight and CrossCountry services off the Reading line, which were also
affected. They had to cross from the Down to the Up Reading just before Basingstoke and run in the
unusual direction through either P3 or P4 (both bidirectional) before crossing back to the Down lines
at the west end of the station. Up stopping services which generally depart from P1 at Basingstoke
were not affected, as they weave across to the Up Slow on the second Up Fast to Up Slow crossover.
Trains began using the diamond again from the Reading line on Mon 25 Jan; but trains on the SWR
main line continued to weave around it for another week. Over the three weeks, the Winchfield Up
Slow to Up Fast crossover probably saw more passenger trains than the previous decade in total;
it was just a shame that with the current restrictions, few could take advantage of this situation!
On Mon 11 Jan problems were found with this diamond crossing in the Up Fast at the London end of
the station which had been renewed over the previous weekend by contractors. Persistent track circuit
failures at times affected several routes. Over the following week, attempts were made to keep as
much of the layout in operation as possible despite failing block joints and inadequate track fastening
requiring rail bearer replacement under the diamond. (The bearers are the equivalent of sleepers at
junctions.) This is always a very difficult task due to limited space, needing to raise the whole layout to
move the bearers. All routes via the diamond were blocked; the station area bidirectional signalling
and reduced Covid timetable helped with the workarounds. Normal working resumed 07.00 Tue 2 Feb.
408] Elizabeth Line: (BLN 1363.3028) C2EA Partnership, formed in 2016 to promote extending the
Elizabeth line into Kent, has started consultation on proposals for improving public transport services
connecting Abbey Wood to Ebbsfleet, Dartford, Slade Green, Erith and Belvedere. Of five options,
three include Elizabeth line extensions; one is improved services from Kent to Abbey Wood, and the
fifth a Rapid Bus Transit service. Beyond the study there is no funding commitment to any public
transport improvement. Regeneration and new housing developments in Bexley Riverside, Dartford
town centre and Ebbsfleet Garden City may fund part of any scheme; the London Resort Theme Park
at Swanscombe could be key. The Mayor of London supports the extension in principle but noted that
London won't provide any funding. See http://bit.ly/3pC4cGY with a survey (closing date is 28 Feb).
409] Sittingbourne - Faversham: Following tripping of the traction supply to both tracks at Stone AHB
crossing between Teynham and Faversham at 01.07 Sun 24 Jan, a car was found to have been driven
on to the line and abandoned at 49m 42ch, about 50m from the crossing in the Faversham direction.
It was difficult to remove but caused minimal track damage. Normal working resumed 06.36 on 25 Jan.

402] Reading West: (BLN 1367.3677) The £3.1M upgrade has received planning permission. A new
glass and brick building includes a ticket office, public toilets and small shop. Secure ticket barriers, a
new CCTV system and lighting are expected be installed at the Oxford Rd site to improve security.
Reading Borough Council said the building work could begin in Mar and take about a year to complete.
403] Southampton: (BLN 1368.107) For Southampton Freight Train Lengthening Project enabling
works, the Arrival & Departure Road was temporarily shortened to a dead end siding from 1-12 Feb.
404] Broadstairs - Swanley: On a 5 Sep 2020 visit, a member noted that Broadstairs (OP 5 Oct 1863)
appears to have had a Southern Railway rebuild [yes, in 1926] but more restrained than some of their
art deco handiwork. Next to the station is Crampton Tower Museum. Thomas Russell Crampton is
perhaps remembered as designer of railways and locomotives - particularly those driving through a
dummy crank axle (without wheels). However, he was also concerned with gas, water works and the
submarine telegraph cable - the first to lay an effective telegraph cable under the English Channel. The
museum contains other transport artefacts including a pre-railway London to Canterbury mail coach.
Next was Birchington-on-Sea (also OP 5 Oct 1863) with an attractive three storey station building that
looks to be substantially original. The main building is on the Up side, in a leafy, quiet setting.
On to Whitstable ('& Tankerton' until 14 May 1979) second station OP 1 Jan 1915, replacing an earlier
one 32ch west (BLN 1366.3501). The somewhat angular building is on the Down side. The two
platforms have generously proportioned canopies. Our reporter then walked to the site of the first
station on this line, at one end of Whitstable High Street. Substantial lineside buildings survive in other
commercial use both sides of the underbridge, beneath which is the original double door street
entrance. South of the line is 'The Old Coal Yard', a small trading estate (refreshments available). Just
east of the second station, the Canterbury & Whitstable line once passed overhead, Tankerton Halt
was on the now overgrown embankment just south of the main road past the station frontage.
At Faversham (BLN 1354.1747), a walkabout at Faversham Dock and up the Creek (no paddle) found a
modest amount of track on the quayside at Standard Quay, about ½ mile below the head of navigation.
Teynham is a typically characterless British Rail flat-roofed 'cubic' building dating from electrification,
(commissioned 9 Jun 1958 with full electric services from 15th). The ivy clad South Eastern & Chatham
Railway goods depot survives on the Up side, in commercial use. Like Teynham, Newington is another
electrification building, but in the station yard the SE&CR station house is in use as a private residence.
The line from here to just short of Rainham station was four tracked at electrification for two miles.
Rainham is another characterless modern 'plastic' station building on the Up side, with P0, an upside
bay, the starting point for Thameslink services via Strood (mostly to/from Luton; SuO Kentish Town).
At Gillingham (Kent) - once New Brompton - P1 & P2 have traditional canopies on this island platform,
but a wholly modernised 'large cube' building occupies P3 on the Down side. Chatham is another
uninspiring two platform modernised station sandwiched between two tunnels. Meopham has 1960s
modern buildings on both platforms, but a SE&CR main building on the Up side, now a restaurant.
Longfield (once Fawkham Road) is another 1960s modest structure. At Swanley (BLN 1364.3205), all
traces of the original Swanley Junction station (Sevenoaks Junction on opening) have been eradicated,
but Station Road still begins there. Its replacement, a couple of hundred yards west, appears to be a
Southern Railway structure, resited 16 Apr 1939 for electrification, and accessed by Station Approach.
405] Minster - Minster West Jn - Minster South Jn: This PSUL currently has one passenger train each
way SSuX: 07.56 Ramsgate to Charing Cross and 13.40 return; both trains reverse at Minster station.
406] Chatham: Work has started to clean and repair the 1858 built underbridge, part of Luton Arches
carrying the main line over the steep valley leading towards the village of Luton, now part of the wider
Chatham area. The red and green cast iron arch is seen by thousands of people every day from the A2
road. Due to complete by the end of Mar, it involves cleaning, masonry repairs, pigeon proofing,
installing new steel plates under the track and painting the bridge. Although the structure is supported
by three steel beams now, the original cast iron arches were left in place for decorative purposes.

365] So why wasn't it the Darlington & Stockton Railway? https://bit.ly/3pJj6Ls is a 9½ min video
that explains in detail. In summary the port of Stockton wanted a canal rather than a railway to carry
the coal for export. Even though most of the financial support came from Darlington, to keep Stockton
on side, that town's name was put first (both were the major traffic centres with similar populations of
approaching 6,000 then). If an end to end name had been chosen, it would have been the Stockton &
Witton Park Railway (or vice versa). They didn't call it the Stockton to Darlington Railway as that
might imply that you couldn't travel the other way (seriously). It rather skirted around Darlington in
fact and, five years after its 1825 opening, it was extended to the new Middlesbrough green field port
site but the Stockton & Darlington name was so well established by Acts of Parliament etc that it
couldn't be changed to the Middlesbrough & Darlington Railway. The Yarm branch didn't go to Yarm
and the Croft branch didn't go to Croft (BLN 1354.1719); both stopped before the River Tees to save
the cost of bridges. The local paper (founded 1847 and still going) is the Darlington & Stockton Times.
366] Middlesbrough: (BLN 1360.2567) Work has started on the £34M station upgrade, the first
significant investment in the area since James Cook University Hospital station OP in 2014. The most
important work is lengthening P2 from 210m to 299m, which should be complete by 31 May. It can't
take a 2x5car Azuma set, which requires 265m minimum. Selective Door Opening is not acceptable to
LNER (DfT's operator of last resort of course - if private sector GWR felt the same, many stations would
have no IETs calling!). Middlesbrough P2 is being extended to provide the 265m minimum required by:
reinstating a 29m non-operational west end section, refurbishing a 39m section at the east end and
adding a 30m east extension. Piling is due to start on 16 Feb, after devegetation work is completed.
No signalling changes are required. There will be minor operating procedure changes as the final 7m of
the extension will not be usable with signal M691 in the way. Resignalling (BLN 1365.3316) is due to be
commissioned in Nov, resulting in removal of M691 (replaced further east), when the full length of the
platform can be used. Unfortunately, P1 cannot be extended too as it is constrained by carriage sidings
at the east end and an underbridge at the west end. This will result in a lack of operating flexibility.
To transfer materials from a works compound in Bridge St East, north of the station, the Goods Lines
will be under possession six nights per week. The transfer will use bog mats! No, not what you are
thinking, but ground protection used to create long term temporary access roads to building sites on
or near fragile or wet ground. They limit the project's impact on the surrounding environment (or rail
tracks) providing access to hard to reach areas for heavy machinery. They are generally formed of
transverse sections of timber or strong plastic joined in a flexible way and can be rolled out/up.
One direct train to London in the morning and back in the afternoon is due to start with the timetable
change in December. Until new P3 is built (no date yet), there is insufficient capacity for an Azuma to
reverse in P2 (it arrives ECS in the morning and departs ECS in the evening). It will therefore reverse
further east, ECS on the Grangetown (Shell Jn) to Wilton branch - off the main line with road access.
367] Sherburn-in-Elmet: From 25 Jan to 17 Mar NR is strengthening the unstable embankment under P2.
368] Pulling a Peaky blinder: (BLN 1369.176) Our 26 Jun 1993 (not 16th) Peak Tees Wanderer tour did
well at Wilton Freightliner Terminal (as it was known, Cleveland was a more recent name). A member
kindly checked his marked up Quail and old 35mm photographic plates photos from the day which
confirmed that the buffer stops were reached on the right hand track of the three (on approach).
On return, with time in hand, the train load of participants literally dropped off the train (rather to the
consternation of the ICI security guards) at the loco shed for a good wander round. Works shunter
08503 sported a headboard: 'Left Hand Drive No Hand Signals'. Just looking at his photos, our member
thought he was living in a parallel universe. Imagine a cheeky bailout onto ballast inside a chemical
works with no Hi-Vis, hard hats, steel toe caps and all other manner of life support now required‽
369] Mytholmroyd water park: A 181 space car park opened on 1 Feb - previously there wasn't one.
It is also a flood defence for the village, hard hit by floods. The £3.9M project captures storm water in
a huge water tank, holding 431,000 litres, later released into the River Calder at a controlled rate.

370] Mouse stops train: Extract from Control Log 7 Nov 1995: 05.40 advised by signalman Saltmarshe
[between Selby and Hull; box closed 26 Nov 2018] that, when he was chasing a mouse, he knocked
No8 signal (Down starter) on the panel, replacing it to danger as 6E33 20.20 Baglan Bay to Saltend was
approaching the signal. The driver stopped the train in advance of the signal and walked back to the
signal to report to the signalman, who explained what had happened, and the train went forward.
371] HRE Destruction: (BLN 1369.1368) A member has provided examples of two bridges under threat
in southern Yorkshire. He comments 'Both appear to have girder decks and I'd be surprised if either is
in such a state as to be presenting a [genuine] emergency to the public'. Stubbs Road, Walden Stubbs,
North Yorkshire (SE 542 170) HRE Ref: HBR3 123 41 3 carries Stubbs Rd over the ex-Hull & Barnsley line
from Hull to Wrangbrook Jn (this section CP 1 Jan 1932; CA 6 Apr 1959), where it split into three lines.
Crossley St, New Sharlston, West Yorkshire (SE 380 205) HRE Ref: SNO 4 183 76 carries Stubbs Rd over
the ex-Midland Railway branch from Snydale Jn to New Sharlston Colliery Sidings (CA 12 Aug 1968).
372] Sheffield Supertram: (BLN 1368.68) The region's Integrated Rail Plan includes a 300 space Park &
Ride, appropriately at Parkgate, and the new Magna stop with a 150 space Park & Ride. There are
hopes to extend Tram Train along other existing lines to Barnsley, the Dearne Valley, Waverly (east of
Darnall) and Doncaster. However, even leaving aside the question of finance, the local councillors
seem blissfully unaware of the practical operational issues. If the local stopping train services are
replaced by Tram Trains via Arena, end to end journey time will be greatly extended - a retrograde
step for existing train users. If Tram Trains are extra services, there might be a capacity problem on the
Barnsley line, with a roughly 20 min interval service, and certainly between Aldwarke Jn and Swinton.
The issues with the first three routes could no doubt be overcome, but the Doncaster line would be a
great challenge. Supertram uses 750V dc OHLE and at South Yorkshire Jn, the 25kV ac starts. There is
probably insufficient clearance in Conisbrough Tunnel for the OHLE, so significant expense would be
required or West Midlands Metro style batteries. To avoid South Yorkshire Jn and run to Doncaster
town centre would require a very expensive flyover over the ECML. The scheme would prevent 25kV
electrification of Sheffield to Doncaster, surely a key component of any future national electrification.
25kV compatible Tram Trains could be purchased for this service, as with the new T&W Metro stock. If
the local Sheffield - Doncaster service is replaced by Tram Train, they would have to share the line with
faster services and freight, with scheduling problems between Swinton and Doncaster. Meanwhile,
Tram Train went down to 1tph (one unit only), and with an earlier finish for 9 days, but is now 2tph.
1370 NORTH WEST (John Cameron) north-west-news@branchline.uk
373] It can now be told (25); Garstang & Knott End Adventures, 1963: By Martin Connop Price. My
first fortuitous encounter with this 11½ mile branch, in the northern part of the Fylde, Lancashire, was
in 1956, during a pause on a long family car journey from South Wales to County Durham. Quite why
my father parked near Garstang Town station (closed to passengers 26 years earlier on 31 Mar 1930) I
do not recall, but I do remember the platform and a curious collection of buildings on and around it.
The signalbox, glazed on three sides and built onto the end of the station building, looked like an
oversized greenhouse. Across the track there was a goods shed with wide awnings, looking like wings,
projecting from both sides. Viewed end on, it rather resembled a toadstool. In those pre-Dr Beeching
days most stations managed to look self important, but this one just looked really sad. The goods yard
was wide but weedy, with numerous wagons in the sidings. No one was about, but clearly there was
still activity of some sort, from time to time. The memory of this unsatisfactory acquaintance with
Garstang Town was filed away as something that one day might merit further consideration.
A few years later I read Frank Walmsley's excellent article on The Garstang & Knot-End Railway (the
company had a hyphen and only one 't') (G&KER) in Dec 1959 Railway Magazine. This was a revelation.
The G&KER, it emerged, was essentially an agricultural railway dating from 1870, which had begun as a
branch from the L&NWR Garstang station* on the West Coast Main Line (& Catterall was added in
1881), initially reaching only the village of Pilling, via Garstang Town. The early history of the line was

396] Clacton-on-Sea: (BLN 1362.2880) Resignalling and p'way alterations between Thorpe-le-Soken
(excl) and Clacton are now expected to be commissioned from Sun 14 Mar with the end of Clacton's
searchlight signals. The 1891 Clacton signal box will be abolished with control transferred to the
existing Thorpe-le-Soken workstation at Colchester Area Signalling Centre. All lines will be resignalled
with new LED two and three aspect signals, position light signals and route indicators mounted on new
structures. Track circuit block regulations will continue to apply. Permissive working will be retained in
Clacton station P2 and P4 only (the two that can accommodate 12 cars; the others can only take 10).
(TRACKmaps 2 p6A Sep 2020) The facing part of the scissors crossover between the Up and the Down
Clacton lines (69m 21ch) will be removed. The connection between the Down Clacton line and Down
Sidings 1 & 2 at 69m 39ch will be renewed without the associated trap points. The crossover between
P4 and the run round road will be permanently removed and the associated ground frame abolished.
The Run Round Road will be renamed 'Up Siding 3'. Except the existing facing crossover between the
Up and Down Clacton lines (69m20ch), all other connections will be renewed roughly in their current
positions. Hand points ED3200 will be provided with electrical detection. A new sliding friction buffer
stop will be provided in P1. New lightweight buffer stops will be provided for P4 and on Up Siding 3.
The extensive relaying and remodelling explains why the line TCP Sat 20 Feb with ROP Mon 15 Mar.
http://wi.st/36Jtj3g (6¼ min) explains more. Clacton box & Relay Room will be demolished eventually.
Permissible speed from the Down Clacton line through the facing crossover (69m 20ch) rises to 25mph.
A new 15mph permissible speed will be introduced on the Up Clacton line at 69m 38ch for trains in the
Down direction towards the station. A new differential permissible speed indicator of 35/50 mph will
be provided on the Up Clacton line at 69m 22ch. OHLE alterations are required with remodelling.
Buses run between Clacton and Frinton; London train services run through to Walton-on-the Naze.
397] Shenfield - Ingatestone: A Down side bank slip at 22m 61ch reported on 14 Jan was corrected by
lifting and packing to permit operation with a 50mph ESR. Further formation slumping on 20 Jan led to
a 20mph restriction and then, at 17.20 on 21 Jan, closure of the Down Main with a reduced service on
the bidirectional Up track between Shenfield and Church Lane crossovers. Lengthening of the slippage
seen on 25 Jan resulted in the need for further work - normal service was resumed on Mon 1 Feb.
Nearby the embankment had been filled following a WWII bomb strike. From Billericay Community
Archive: "Far more serious was the incident between Ingatestone and Shenfield one dark night when
what was thought to be a parachute mine, fell on the railway and left a huge crater. The signalman at
Ingatestone could not communicate with Shenfield with the signalling equipment so he stopped an Up
passenger train and told the driver that the block instruments had failed and that he was to proceed at
slow speed. It was a very dark night and the train ran into the crater. The tender tipped up behind the
engine and the crew died under tons of coal. The line was closed for some days until the damage was
repaired, main line trains were diverted via Wickford, Woodham Ferrers and Maldon (reverse*) to
Witham (reverse*), a long way round but the only way." [*Sadly the third sides of triangles CA 1895.]
398] Rye House: Greater Anglia has replaced the open sided Up P1 waiting shelter with a new, fully
enclosed one with new seating and automatic doors. It has energy efficient air conditioning, free fast
WiFi and state of the art CCTV. The work was possible with funding from Hertfordshire County Council.
399] Beaconsfield: The Golf Club public footbridge was renewed (£1.2M) during a 30 & 31 Jan line closure.

400] Maidenhead: £3.75M worth of improvements are now being made to the station forecourt.
1370 SOUTH EAST - SOUTH (Julian James) south-east-news@branchline.uk
401] Eridge: (BLN 1365.3354) [130,000 passengers recorded in 2019-20] NR is carrying out platform
and drainage improvements. This complements Govia Thameslink Railway's refurbishment of the
station building, including a waiting room restoration supported by a £30k Railway Heritage Trust
grant. To give the station a heritage feel, GTR is using the Spa Valley Railway colours. This follows the
£1.8M footbridge and canopy upgrade last year. Later in 2021 an accessibility scheme is due to begin.

386] PSUL 1920's style: The 8.55am Hull Paragon to Liverpool Central avoided the usual reversal at
Manchester Central by taking the direct west curve from Throstle Nest South Jn to Trafford Park Jn.
387] Investment plans: South of Wigan NW on the WCML, Golborne (South) was CP 6 Feb 1961.
The Greater Manchester Combined Authority is now considering allocating £15M towards a new
station. However, the potential diversion of Northern services between Manchester and Cumbria from
Wigan via Bolton and Chorley could, if permanent, deprive the new station of suitable trains to call.
£2.5M was allocated to develop some other schemes including more stations and Metrolink stops.
The authority is considering investing £7M in a NR project to replace Greek Street bridge in Stockport.
388] Rufford: A new shelter has been installed on P1 (to Ormskirk); the locals have had a long wait for it.

389] Whitehaven gets the hump: The station car park has been improved with extra spaces. The P1
Harrington Hump is to be extended and the disused cycle rack replaced with a new waiting shelter.
390] Keswick: A bid by Allerdale Borough Council with CKP* Railways plc (an independent company
formed in 1998 to reopen the Keswick - Penrith line) and backed by four Cumbrian MPs, was one of a
handful selected by the DfT for funding for further development. CKP Railways plc says that about 90%
of the structures between Keswick and Penrith are in place only needing some overdue maintenance.
Were the recently reinstated river bridges (BLN 1367.3649) restoring the flood damaged trackbed path
built to rail standard, or wide enough for a track and path? *Cockermouth, Keswick & Penrith Railway.
391] Hartford: A tractor driver was caught on video dumping a tanker of dirty floodwater onto the
station car park during a 20 Jan storm. The dumped water flowed down the access road and onto the
track, causing the closure of the WCML between Crewe and Warrington. A local source reports that
the farmer claims to have had permission to dump the water, which he had pumped out of a flooded
house. From NR's reaction http://bit.ly/2N4RwKl (with 45 sec video), he didn't have their permission.

1370 SOUTH EAST - NORTH & EAST ANGLIA (Julian James) south-east-news@branchline.uk
392] Wolverton: (BLN 1369.223) The wheelshop closure (BLN 1368.98) has led to Gemini Rail Group
seeking alternative uses for the 1902 L&NWR built 17 road Top Shop, up to 10,000 ft2 with offices, staff
facilities & car parking. About 35 passenger rail vehicles can be accommodated with main line access.
393] Werrington: (BLN 1369.226) The 11,000 tonne concrete curved 155m long box tunnel was jacked
into place, 2.7m at a time, at a rate of 150cm per hour during the blockade. https://bit.ly/39BDhVX is
a short video to explain. The key unique feature of the ground breaking (!) project was the previous
conventional boring of two guide tunnels (picture e-BLN 1369) under the ECML. Each contained a
'track' - a low plinth - on which the box tunnel slid during the blockade. The three ECML tracks were
temporarily lifted and most of the thrust (guide) tunnels broken away leaving the plinths. The trench
for the structure was dug out in front of it with spoil being removed by a fleet of lorries. Following
reinstatement of the ECML tracks, the bidirectional signalling equipment and signs on the Down Slow
between Helpston Jn and Tallington was disabled from 04.30 Tue 26 Jan at the end of the blockade.
394] Bury St Edmunds: The Grade II listed ex-station master's house (built around 1847) has been
undergoing refurbishment since 2019 with contractors reinstating the roof, doors and windows and
repairing fractured brickwork. Greater Anglia (GA) invested £400k in the scheme; a further £192k came
from Railway Heritage Trust. The building was once the station hotel and in 1991, after an extensive
refurbishment, became The Great Eastern Bar, restaurant and nightclub before closing in 1995. It has
since stood empty. West Suffolk Council and Bury Town Trust worked with GA making the case for
investment. The fine Grade II listed station itself underwent a £1M restoration in 2016 with brickwork
repair, replacing 100m of canopy fascia and platform adjustment with new surfacing and coping.
In 2020 GA secured 'Access for All' funding so a new accessible entrance can be built on the north side
between the new car park and the concourse. Bury St Edmunds Yard box (1888) is also Grade II listed.
395] Hertfordshire: https://bit.ly/36r0Lv9 has good quality photos of some closed stations including
Ayot, Braughing, Buntingford, Cole Green, Hertingfordbury, Marston Gate & St Albans London Road.

notable both for financial crises, and for eccentric and often dangerous operating practices. Garstang
(WCML exclusive) to Pilling even closed completely for three years from 1872. On Sat 9 Mar 1872
there was a fatal accident to a staff member but it is thought that the cause of the closure was actually
lack of a loco. One report is that the only loco was repossessed by its manufacturer. There are press
reports of an enterprising local barber providing a horse and cart service for goods between Garstang
Town and the junction station (presumably by road!). [*CP 3 Feb 1969; a Dec 1870 press report and
tickets printed suggested it was going to be Garstang (or Garstang & Catterall) Junction then.]
Much later a separate company was created to complete the line to the coast at Knott End, just
across the River Wyre by a short passenger ferry from Fleetwood. This extension was encouraged in
part by the presence of salt mines at Preesall, between Pilling and Knott End; soon after the railway

reached Knott End in 1908 a branch was built to the salt workings.
West of Knott End-on-Sea (sic).
For a while this link provided the railway with a useful income but, after a dispute over freight rates, a
pipeline was laid under the River Wyre from Preesall to Burn Naze, the site of the United Alkali Co
works near Fleetwood. The loss of freight traffic around 1934, and introduction of local bus services,
soon had an impact on the railway. Owned by the London Midland & Scottish Railway after Grouping,
the decision was taken to withdraw the passenger service from 31 Mar 1930. Goods trains continued
to run to Knott End until withdrawn from 13 Nov 1950, when the service was cut back to Pilling. Once
again a purely agricultural line, the section from Garstang Town to Pilling closed from Mon 1 Aug 1963
(last train Fri 31 Jul 1963 with 45390). The mile or so of railway from the main line to Garstang Town
closed 16 Aug 1965 (last train Fri 13th). It would have closed in 1963 too but was retained to supply
cement for M6 Motorway construction. In the event the M6 Railhead was further north at Bay Horse.
Fast forward from my 1956 Garstang visit, to 1963. By then I had had the remarkable good fortune to
meet Roger Kidner, the immensely knowledgeable proprietor of Oakwood Press. How this came about
is a story in itself, and not directly relevant to the history of the G&KER. However, as a publisher Roger
loved to cast new light on the stories behind little known railways, and he was impressed by the fact
that this youngster knew just a little about the G&KER. He thought it was a railway worthy of an
Oakwood Press history, and he must have thought that I was worth encouraging. At any rate, his
enthusiasm fired mine, and while still largely ignorant of what might be involved, I agreed to have a go
at it. Roger's often repeated advice was to consult primary sources, which at that time meant
numerous visits to the British Transport Commission Archives at Royal Oak, just outside Paddington.
Apart from the fascination of handling documents once handled by the original company directors and
officials, I had several chance encounters with a variety of other researchers, including some of the
notable luminaries of that era. C Hamilton-Ellis seemed entirely preoccupied with his work; OS Nock
was benign, but distant. CR Clinker conversed, but clearly saw me as the schoolboy I happened to be.
RC Riley, a somewhat younger man, was friendly and encouraging, as were most of the others.
Their insights and suggestions for future study were all part of an education in railway history.
In 1963 the family home was in North Staffordshire, and my boarding school was in Surrey. Depending
on your point of view, my desire to learn more of the G&KER was either ambitious or misguided - I was
supposed to be giving top priority to study for my 'A' Levels! However, in Jan 1963, shortly before my
return to boarding school, I took a day return at an early hour from Crewe to Fleetwood in the hope of
inspecting the closed Pilling to Knott End section of the old line. At the time the expedition seemed
urgent, before returning to Surrey, but in hindsight it appears not a little mad. The weather was bright,
but well below freezing in that memorably very severe 1963 winter. When, after one or two delays, my
train eventually steamed into the cavernous gloom of Fleetwood station (CP 18 Apr 1966), I found that
it was touch and go whether the Knott End ferry would be operating. The reason became apparent as
soon as I saw the tidal River Wyre - frozen along parts of the shoreline, and dotted with drifting blocks
of ice! Nowadays the risk assessment for a ferry doubtless includes the 'Titanic' factor, but in 1963 the
decision did not depend either upon 'Health & Safety', or on insurance provisions, but rather on good
local knowledge and expertise. The skipper had decided to run, and so I was in luck. If he had decided

otherwise, the excursion could easily have come to an abrupt and ignominious end. As it happened,
though, the crossing took a mere five minutes, and I was soon walking up the Knott End slipway
towards the café, opened in what had previously been the terminal station building of the G&KER.
Fifteen minutes later, fortified by tea and a sausage roll, I set off to walk the disused line towards
Pilling. The cold was arctic, but walking briskly kept the circulation going. The first 1½ miles to Preesall,
and just beyond, proved to be easy, because the alignment, rendered rock solid by frost and ice,
seemed to be a public footpath [it is now]. A notable feature on this length was the survival of some
original fencing, with ornate iron tops, of a kind I have otherwise only seen on a landed estate.

377] Bare Lane Jn - Hest Bank Jn: The 05.18 SuX Lancaster to Morecambe via Carnforth P2 (rev) and
this PSUL is suspended but the SuX 13.20 Heysham Harbour to Lancaster uses it, via Carnforth P2 (rev).
378] Manchester, 1 Victoria Station: The ex-British Railways Staff Association Club beneath the station
is available to let. The unit needs significant investment and refurbishment. The 4,154 ft 2 site includes
a bar with seating area, billiards room, cellar and another two large rooms. The street level part is a
recognisable glass roofed space on the station approach recently home to a hair salon. 'Urban
explorers' have documented visits to the huge space, finding abandoned bars and stages that have
fallen into a state of disrepair, with vintage posters on the wall, and cases of beer bottles still stacked
in the cellar. It retains historic features, such as the Victorian gloss tiling and stained glass windows.
379] Miles Platting: (BLN 1366.3458) Part of the Transpennine Upgrade, from Sat 31 Jul to Sun 15 Aug
there will be a 16 day school holiday line closure between Manchester Victoria, Stalybridge and
Rochdale for remodelling, track renewals and work on bridges in the Miles Platting area. As well as rail
replacement buses, some Leeds services will run to Piccadilly. Work is being planned for several
weekends and Bank Holidays from late Aug through to early 2022 between Victoria and Stalybridge.
380] Lowton Jn - Newton-le-Willows Jn: The 12.04 SSuX (12.05 SO) Glasgow Central to Liverpool Lime
Street is currently the only PSUL over this curve. There are no Northern workings (not even any ECS).

ABOVE: 1947 map; the 4½ mile section that CG 1950; Pilling is middle far right, Knott End is upper left
(opposite Fleetwood off map left). Preesall station is marked; the salt mine branch is lower left corner.
The location of the former branch (closed around 1934) southeast of over a mile to the salt mines,
then west round to the River Wyre, was easily seen. An intermediate triangular junction led to a short
branch off it - shown on the 1947 'New Popular' one-inch Ordnance Survey map (ABOVE). However, in
1963 very little in the way of mine structures seemed to survive. Modern maps show numerous 'Brine
Wells' in the area. At Preesall the platform was in good order, although supporting a shed of more
recent construction. Soon my progress became slower, because the land had been sold off, and
returned to the fields from which it had been taken. The first two or three fences presented no
problem, but then I came up against a substantial hawthorn hedge, and, beyond it, some remarkably
hardy sheep. While the hedge was circumvented by climbing a five barred gate, the obstacles soon
became more substantial. Somewhere near the cleared site of Carr Lane Halt - on the east side of the
first minor road west of Pilling on the map - it was necessary to resort to nearby country lanes. It was
first in Bradshaw Jul 1921 and CP 1930. Pilling station, I soon discovered, was situated in the small
village of Stakepool, and at least a mile from Pilling village. By then, though, I had done enough to
realise that unless I had the good fortune to meet some really knowledgeable and talkative locals, I
was likely to learn far more of the reality of the old G&KER from the records in London than from being
chilled in the icefields of north Fylde. The afternoon was advancing, the sun was dipping towards the
horizon, and it was clearly time to head for home, and to get warm. This was achieved by catching a
country bus from Pilling by way of the road bridge south of Hambleton to Poulton-le-Fylde for a train.
So much for my first expedition to visit the G&KER. As a weekday freight service continued to run
between Preston and Pilling, the next step was to seek a brakevan permit to ride on the train, still
sometimes referred to as 'the Pilling Pig'. The reason? - one of the locos squealed like a pig on the
curves. As 'A' Levels and other commitments could not be ignored, it was summer before a suitable
date for travel became available. A carefully worded letter produced a positive result, and on 14 Jun
1963 I set off from North Staffordshire for Preston. The train, I was informed, would be marshalled in
Preston North Union Yard at about 11am, and would leave for Garstang at 11.24am. As advised, I
arrived in good time, acquired a return ticket (paper and handwritten of course, at a cost of 7s 6d =
37½p and now worth £7.90!) from the booking office, and made my way to the goods yard office.

381] Blackpool Trams: Seven trams under the care of Fleetwood Heritage Leisure Trust - most at Wyre
Dock with one at Rigby Road - need new owners after the Trust announced their intention to disband
after admitting defeat in trying to create a viable tourist attraction in Fleetwood. Outline proposals by
Wyre Dock's landowner, Associated British Ports, to redevelop the waterfront site and former dockside
land plus concerns with the pandemic led to the decision. Reportedly there is interest in some of the
trams and the Trust hope that a few may be displayed in the Fleetwood area, as well as Copse Road
Depot substation control panels. The seven trams: ●Brush Car 290 (at Rigby Road), ●Brush Car 637,
●Centenary 641 (trolley tower at Pleasure Beach), ●Twin Car 673+683, ●Railcoach 678, ●Twin Trailer
Car 687 & ●Balloon 710. Brush Car 290 was the last tram to run on the North Station route and from
Fleetwood Ferry in traditional tram years, '710' is infamous for killing Alan Bradley in Coronation St!

The first part of Blackpool Transport's Rigby Road Depot five year redevelopment involves changes to
a bus garage there. The planning application includes extensions, a new roof and external alterations.
It is presumed that buses will use the tram depot during the building work, hence the need for some of
the heritage trams to leave the site this spring. Further plans are expected over the next five years.
382] Middleton: Greater Manchester Combined Authority's five year transport delivery plan includes a
Northern Circular Metrolink between the Bury line and the Oldham and Rochdale line via Middleton.
383] Metrolink: (BLN 1366.3485) ①Free WiFi on trams has been permanently withdrawn to save
costs. It was available from 2015 until 2020 with commercial sponsorship but switched off at the start
of Lockdown last year. Transport for Greater Manchester Board's Rail & Metrolink Committee has now
made this permanent, saving £300k per year and over £1M in upgrade costs. Sponsorship is thought to
be unlikely short term with low passenger numbers. Most passengers have alternative online access.
②On the Airport line single trams are running due to antisocial incidents as most occur in the rear,
unstaffed, unit when pairs ran. Innocent Microgricers will be deprived of some track at Airport.
384] Horwich Parkway: Owned by Transport for Greater Manchester (TfGM) and previously managed
by Northern, from 1 Feb Horwich Parkway became the first TfGM managed station. TfGM has been
responsible for all station enhancements and renewals anyway since its construction in 1999. Greater
Manchester's long term plan for rail includes more local control over stations to create an integrated,
simple and convenient public transport system. TfGM is now responsible for ticket sales, customer
service, passenger assistance, cleaning, daily maintenance, long-term renewals and enhancements.
385] Ulverston: A study into the feasibility and cost of improving access to the station is to take place.
Up island P3 access is via two steep stairwells and an underpass or a 'barrow crossing' (well, it is on the
line to Barrow) over the track accompanied by station staff. The station building is Grade II listed.

The administration had been efficient, and I was expected. Rather than sit in the office awaiting the
train, I was invited to join the shunting manœuvres being conducted outside by a diesel shunter.
This involved some substantial movements to and fro over the bridge to the south of Preston station,
and at one point we were looking down on the ex-Lancashire & Yorkshire Railway line (CP in 1964)
from Preston to Southport Soon the required wagons were in their rightful place, and as the train was
ready, a 'Black Five' 4-6-0, No44764, appeared and was coupled up. The train crew were Preston men,
but they told me that the Class 5 locomotive on this turn often came from some more distant shed,
because it was diagrammed to work passenger services before and after working the trip to Pilling.
It was employed not because of the train (initially no more than 12 wagons) but because it ensured
reasonable speed along the main line to the junction station of Garstang & Catterall. We set off on
time, and once we had crossed onto the Down Main, the driver was as good as his word. The train
really galloped along the main line, clattering through closed wayside stations like Barton & Broughton,
the brakevan shaking alarmingly; perhaps the liveliest journey I ever experienced in an unfitted freight.

ABOVE: Middlewood Curve (25" map 1896) Buxton to the east on the low level line from Stockport.
Macclesfield is south (High Level Jn bottom left), on the line from Rose Hill (Marple). Middlewood
stations are top left. The tracks on the curve are goods exchange sidings between the two railways.
376] Middlewood: Taking advantage of a brief respite in both Lockdown rules and bad weather, a
member took a short walk on the Middlewood Way on Christmas Eve. The history of the line is well
documented. Briefly, it was jointly owned at grouping by the Great Central & North Staffordshire
Railways (GC&NSR) - closed between Macclesfield and Rose Hill (Marple) in 1970, opening as a foot/
cyclepath in 1985. Starting at High Lane station, where one of the platforms has been partially rebuilt
with name and information boards, he walked south to Middlewood. Here, where the line crossed the
still open former L&NWR Buxton line, there were stations on both lines (Higher and Lower from 1951
in British Railways days). The GC&NSR (Higher) station CP 1960. The remaining Middlewood station is
notable for having no road access, and normally has a two hourly service provided by alternate trains.

Garstang & Catterall goods yard had an awkward layout, and given the obvious need to avoid any
movements back onto the main line, prolonged shunting was necessary. The main traffic to this point
was paper pulp imported through Preston Dock (singular), to be taken forward by road for three miles
to one of the oldest paper mills in Lancashire at Oakenclough. After processing, it returned to the Crest
factory near Garstang to be made up into paper towels, a sizeable consignment of which would be
conveyed back to Preston on the freight service returning from Pilling. On this particular day the
freight for Garstang Town and Pilling consisted entirely of coal, although I was told that cattle feed,
seed potatoes and other agricultural goods would sometimes be carried. Leaving Garstang & Catterall
the Pilling train comprised half a dozen 16 ton coal wagons and the brakevan. North of the station the
G&KER ran for half a mile alongside the main line, originally separate, but during WWII alterations
created a Down goods loop. Once clear of this loop the line veered west, and we crossed a plate girder
bridge over a quite modest River Wyre before climbing the 1:125 gradient up to Garstang Town.

At Middlewood Higher nothing remains of the wooden platforms; a nameboard marks the site with a
blue plaque, installed in 2019 to mark 150 years since the line OP in 1869. Lower (30,986 passengers in
2019-20) has minimal facilities, a small shelter on each platform. Unsurprisingly a train that called did
no business. Its line opened first in 1857 but both the Middlewood stations OP 2 Jun 1879 - clearly for
interchange. The higher GC&NSR one was Middlewood Junction in Bradshaw until 1901/02. The lower
Buxton line station OP as Middlewood for Norbury becoming Middlewood for High Lane in 1899.
The main objective of the visit was to explore the remains of the south to east curve (High Level Jn Low Level Jn) which linked the two lines. Notably it was jointly owned by the L&NWR and NSR (no GCR
involvement it seems) and, at the east end, had a flying junction, crossing over the L&NWR line to
Buxton before joining it. This seems extravagant, as little use was made of the curve after opening in
1885. It had limited passenger services, which ceased in 1927, and closed as a through route in 1955.
High Level Jn was removed with the rest retained as a siding, from the Buxton line, until at least 1962.
The non-flyover section of the curve can be walked. The first part, where it leaves Middlewood Way, is
a tarmac footpath which soon veers right to the site of a former adjacent brickworks, a nature reserve.
Beyond, the formation has been cleared and can be walked to just short of Bollinhurnt Brook, with the
Buxton line just beyond. The flyover route alignment can be seen alongside but is very overgrown.

ABOVE: The 7 mile branch in Jun 1963; Garstang & Catterall bottom right, Pilling (end of line) top left.
Sorry to say, Garstang Town (two miles from Garstang & Catterall) looked just as depressing as it had
done in 1956. The former carriage shed was devoid of rails, the old engine shed was an agricultural
store, and the goods shed was in desperate need of fresh paint. Some of the buildings were scarred by
broken windows, and the weeds were everywhere. One feature missed in 1956 was observed on a
smallholding just over the road at the west end of the station, not very far from the substantial
overbridge carrying the Garstang bypass over the railway. This was a sizeable, flat sided American style
coach body, once elegant, but now devoid of original fittings and sadly reduced to the status of a hen
house. At the time I felt sure that this coach must be one of a number built for the Knott End line in

1908 by the Birmingham Railway Carriage & Wagon Co, but very much later I learned that this view
was not universally held. Even so, it was still a notable 'find', and duly photographed.
In conversation with the guard I learned the sorry, but not entirely surprising truth. British Railways
was planning to close the five miles of railway beyond Garstang Town - and very soon. This was
confirmed by a couple of platelayers who joined us; between them they had given well over 80 years
of service to the railway. Although now part of a team of travelling permanent way men maintaining
several rural lines in Lancashire, these two were the last to work on the G&KER. One was philosophical
about it: 'Nothing lasts forever'. The other, who appeared much older, had a somewhat villainous
appearance, sporting both an impressive amount of grey stubble and a pink patch over one eye.
His language was equally colourful, although his observations included more Anglo Saxon vocabulary
than was really necessary. Setting aside the assorted expletives, he proved to be pleasant and friendly,
and was kind enough to offer me a small sandwich from his snap tin. As he held out the fresh white
bread in gnarled and grimy fingers, I expressed appreciation, but was glad to point out that I had some
sandwiches of my own. Far from being put out by this refusal, he appeared quite relieved!
The one eyed platelayer announced that he was riding with us to Pilling, which the guard readily
accepted. The shunting was completed, and the train was now reduced to just three coal wagons,
clearly indicating why the authorities might regard the railway to Pilling as a dispensable luxury. Not
long after leaving Garstang Town, we crossed the old Lancaster Canal, and began to descend a 1:73
gradient through open country towards Nateby (originally Winmarleigh station on opening in 1870),
where a gated level crossing was preceded by a single platform with a signal box smaller, but
somewhat similar, to the Garstang 'greenhouse'. We were greeted by an elderly couple, resident
nearby, who apparently regarded the train's arrival as the highlight of their otherwise lonely day.
They were well aware of the impending closure of the line, but were pleased to enjoy a little banter
with the train crew while they were still passing by. At one time there had been a goods loop at
Nateby, but now a plain single line passed the platform and crossing house before heading over low
lying land straight towards Pilling, which was just over three miles beyond. The ground level line then
had no engineering features of note all the way to Knott End except an overbridge just past Preesall.
After a mile the line reached an isolated level crossing at Cogie Hill, a spot marked not by any hill, but
by a clump of trees and a surprisingly tall crossing keeper's residence, similar to the house at Nateby.
I was told that there had been a moss litter works nearby but it had closed many years earlier.
There had also been a halt on the railway, consisting of an ash mound adjacent to the track. Once
again this was not in evidence. Even so, a gated crossing seemed a good location for a photograph and,
as we came to a stop, I was allowed to alight to take a picture as 44764 steamed over the rural road.
As we trundled westwards, the damp expanse of Pilling Moss lay to the south, and the equally damp
Cockerham Moss to the north. On the way we crossed two more minor roads both with halts - the first
Cockerham Cross and the second Garstang Road (in Bradshaw from Oct 1923 only seven years before
the branch CP). Pilling had once had been a two platform station with a passing loop. After lifting of
the Knott End extension in 1951, a single track had been left in the Down platform, with a goods loop
and backshunt on the south side of the running line, and two more sidings extending into the goods
yard behind the Down platform. As we approached Pilling a few minutes early, we ran gingerly
through the loop and into the goods yard. Fifteen minutes of shunting ensued, during which three
wagons were detached, and three empties were coupled on. The short train was then reassembled in
the siding behind the Down platform, with 44764 poised to return to Garstang tender first.
It was now about 2.20pm, and the booked departure time was 2.45pm, but while away from the main
line the train crew clearly felt that they could take a relaxed view of the working timetable. The pause
in proceedings fulfilled what was euphemistically known on the railways as a 'physical needs break'.
Some might use the time to brew a 'cuppa', while others might look for a loo. Pilling offered very few
luxuries, and our one eyed platelayer disappeared into some bushes. When he reappeared he
renewed his professional interest in the track, and decided to replace a wooden key that had worked

loose from a bullhead track chair. The first whack split the wood, so he had to hunt for a suitable
replacement. He found one at the end of a siding, and took it to the required spot. As he was inserting
it a splinter went down his nail, and in an instant we were introduced to a further torrent of AngloSaxon invective. The guard turned to me, and instead of expressing sympathy, whispered I'm tempted
to tell him to really watch what he's doing, but the poor blighter has only got the one good eye!
We left Pilling promptly, and rolled steadily eastwards back towards Cogie Hill. The train soon cleared
the gated crossing, and resumed our journey. Nateby was deserted, and there was nothing to detain
our progress to Garstang Town, where we collected a couple of empty coal wagons and said goodbye
to the platelayer. Pressing on to Garstang & Catterall, we learned that there were a few more wagons
to be attached for return to Preston. Given the location of the wagons in the restricted goods yard, the
neatest and most efficient method of shunting was a matter for some careful consideration and
experience - indeed it could even have been the basis for a competition in a railway journal!
However the job was done, and then tedium set in while we waited for the road to Preston. The main
line was busy, and clearly Control did not regard 'the Pilling Pig' as a high priority. That said, the
working timetable did not anticipate a return to the North Union Yard before 6.08pm, and we were no
more than ten minutes late. I managed to make the connection onto the next passenger service back
to Crewe, and so concluded the second expedition to the G&KER. The line beyond Garstang Town was
closed officially from 31 Jul 1963, so my visit seven weeks earlier really had been just in time.
In 1963 the prospect of writing a history of the G&KER seemed both exciting and a real privilege.
The two very different trips to the Fylde had been fascinating, but looking back at that period now it is
quite apparent that I needed far more background knowledge and experience than I then possessed.
The enthusiasm and energy were there, yes, but I still had a lot to learn. In 1962 Roger Kidner had
been my mentor in the writing of an acceptable manuscript on another, quite separate topic, and once
again I think he expected to spend some time guiding me in relation to the G&KER story. In the event,
this wasn't necessary. In autumn 1963, while I was still wondering how to find time to tackle the whole
project, Roger sent me a somewhat apologetic letter. He told me that RW ('Bob') Rush, of Accrington,
had sent him the manuscript for a book on the G&KER and, as it was a reasonable effort, with some
good line drawings, he felt it was worthy of publication. He knew I'd made several visits to Royal Oak
as well as the two trips to the line, and he hoped there might be a way of acknowledging my effort
alongside that of Bob Rush. Fortunately for me, Roger and Bob had a conversation which resulted in
Bob agreeing to let me read his manuscript to see what I might be able to add. Considering Bob was
old enough to be my father, and was a Lancastrian with a lifelong passion for railways, his attitude was
extremely generous. As my own research was incomplete, it was obvious that the bulk of the book
would belong to Bob, and so it proved to be. After reading his text, and my notes, my contribution
amounted to perhaps 10 pages out of the 70 in the first edition, published in 1964. I was paid a small
lump sum for my input as a named author, and the royalties thereafter rightly belonged to Bob.
RW Rush & MRC Price, The Garstang & Knott End Railway, Oakwood, 1985 (2nd edition) 96 pages.
(A version of this feature was first published by The Cumbrian Railways Association in 2015.)
374] Irlam: (BLN 1365.3331) It seems that the current station building is so far away from Up P1
because after the new station building was built, the route of Deviation No5 between Irlam and Flixton
for the Manchester Ship Canal was altered, the extra wide platform filled the gap between the track
and building. 1893 photos show the original Irlam Ship Canal viaduct, on brick piers, in use as the canal
was being built below it. When the canal was filled with water, the main piers settled, causing the brick
arches to become unsafe. They were later replaced by the steel spans. A source suggests for a short
period between Feb and May 1893 both the original route and the deviation were operational.
375] More cuts: The DfT has cut Transport for the North's 2021-22 budget; the TfN Funding & Business
Plan sought £11.2M of core funding and £33.4M for further work on the Integrated & Smart Ticketing
(IST) programme - which it had previously been told to develop by the government. The DfT allocations
are £6M and zero, with DfT indicating that TfN should develop plans to wind down the IST programme.

